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Foreword
The strategy has been formulated by an independent 
working party appointed by the Research Council of 
Norway. The strategy discusses and provides advice 
about: 
1.  In which disciplines and research communities Norway, 

in the light of its needs and capabilities, should become an 
international leader. 

2.  Identification and prioritisation of new focus areas.
�.  Measures to improve the recruitment situation within 

various discipline and sub-areas, including the need for 
further doctoral and postdoc fellowships, as well as other 
measures that will address the need for scientific expertise 
in the institute sector and in industry, and also in the pro-
fessional disciplines. 

4.  Measures for further development of national coordination 
and division of labour between disciplines and research 
communities in order to achieve better utilisation of 
resources nationally. National coordination of laboratories 
and equipment should be emphasised.

5. Measures for enhanced mobility of Norwegian resear-
chers, both nationally and internationally, and measures 
for increased internationalisation.

6.  Measures for increased industrial growth in relevant 
industrial sectors in Norway, on the basis of increased 
cooperation between the university, college and institute 
sector and industry.

7.  Research management and relevant measures for further 
development and improvement of today’s situation.

The strategy has taken its point of departure in the Research 
Council of Norway’s Foresight project “Advanced materials 
Norway �0�0” [The Research Council of Norway �005] and 
to a certain extent the Foresight projects “Energy 2020+” 
[The Research Council of Norway �005(b)], “UTSIKT” [The 
Research Council of Norway �005(c)] and “Aquaculture 
�0�0” [the Research Council of Norway �005(d)]. In parallel 
with this strategy, a strategy for mathematics, natural science 
and technology (the “MNT Strategy”) has been drawn up 
[The Research Council of Norway �006]. 

The working party consisted of:
•  Professor Bengt Kasemo, Chalmers University of  

Technology, Gothenburg (chairman)
•  Assistant Research Director Ralph W. Bernstein, 
   SINTEF (ICT) 
 
Oslo, November �006 

• EHS Manager Inger-Johanne Eikeland, Elkem
•  Professor Mari-Ann Einarsrud, NTNU 
•  Professor Helmer Fjellvåg, The University of Oslo
•  Professor Jan Petter Hansen, The University of Bergen
•  Divisional Director Christina I.M. Abildgaard, the Research 

Council of Norway (observer)

The working party has been supported by a reference group 
consisting of:
•  Professor Anja Boisen, the Technical University of Den-

mark
•  Director Eva Dugstad, Institute for Energy Technology 

(IFE)
•  Professor Vidar Hansen, the University of Stavanger
•  Professor Henrik Jakobsen, Vestfold University College
•  Director R&D Frank Karlsen, Norchip
•  Senior Lecturer Unni Christine Oxaal, Norwegian Univer-

sity of Life Sciences
•  Senior Engineer Ingrid Roland, the National Pollution 

Control Authority
•  Professor Kenneth Ruud, the University of Tromsø
•  Senior Executive Officer Roy Skulbru, Ministry of Trade 

and Industry (observer)
•  Manager Tore Tennøe, the Technology Council
•  Director Ellen Dahler Tuset, Norspace
•  Director Oddvar Aaserud, Venturos

The secretariat has consisted of Researcher Ole Martin 
Løvvik from the University of Oslo, who has been the 
group’s secretary, Programme Coordinator Dag Høvik and 
Senior Executive Officer Agnes Aune, both from the 
Research Council of Norway, Division for Strategic 
Priorities. In addition Senior Adviser Aase Marie Hundere 
has been a liaison in the Division for Science, and Advisor 
Tor Einar Johnsen in the Division for Innovation.

The Research Council of Norway would like to thank every-
one who has participated in the preparation of this strategy. 
Through their enthusiasm and many inputs, the participants 
in the working party and the reference group have contri-
buted to a very thorough report. We would like to thank in 
particular the chairman of the working party, Professor Bengt 
Kasemo, for his very positive and firm leadership throughout 
the entire process, and Researcher Ole Martin Løvvik, who 
has been an excellent secretary for the working party.

Arvid Hallen Anne Kjersti Fahlvik
CEO Division Director
Research Council of Norway Division for Strategic Priorities
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Summary
Nanoscience and nanotechnology (N&N) will lead 
to important changes that affect all parts of society. 
N&N is all about advanced and systematic control 
of materials on the atomic and molecular scales. The 
field is generic, will lead to value creation and new 
jobs in a broad range of industries and will create 
vital communities. N&N offers great opportunities 
for sustainable energy systems, enhanced energy 
efficiency and improved health services. Research 
into N&N will also make important contributions to 
a deeper understanding of and fundamental insight 
into the basic sciences of physics, chemistry, biology 
and mathematics.

Norway has a good point of departure for estab-
lishing internationally leading research communi-
ties within a number of N&N niches, based both on 
our natural resources, strong industrial sectors and 
existing research expertise. Scientific and technical 
developments are rapid, while Norwegian industry 
and society are showing increasing interest – the 
time to put N&N into high gear is now.

This N&N strategy identifies thematic priority 
areas, required expertise areas, tool platforms and 
the need for advanced infrastructure. The.four.the-
matic priority areas are based on a combination of 
identified Norwegian resources and competencies, 
and correspond to national priorities from the �005 
White Paper on Research: Energy and Environment, 
ICT and Microsystems, Health and Biotechnology, 
and Sea and Food. 

The working party recommends an intense 
focus on six expertise.areas be initiated: Materials; 
surface/interface science and catalysis; fundamental 
physical and chemical processes at the nanoscale; 
bio nanoscience and nanotechnology; devices, 
systems and complex processes based on N&N; 
ethical, legal, and societal aspects (ELSA) includ-
ing health, safety and the environment. The strategy 
also recognizes essential tool.platforms for N&N: 
synthesis, manipulation, and fabrication; charac-
terization; theory and modelling. ELSA should be 
integrated into relevant projects and centres, and 
should be coordinated with similar research in other 
technologies.

MiNaLab/SMN in Oslo and NTNU NanoLab in 
Trondheim are by far the largest experimental instal-
lations for N&N in Norway. Interest is at the same 
time increasing at several other R&D institutions. 
The working party recommends the creation of two 

national.infrastructure.centres and a set of tool 
platforms. The national infrastructure centres and 
the tool platforms should be given appropriate re-
sources to offer the entire R&D sector broad access 
to state-of-the-art experimental tools and method-
ological competence at an affordable price. 

Expertise within some new areas must probably 
be imported in order to keep the desired pace. This 
involves systems for the financing of individuals, 
stimulation of excellent researchers to travel abroad 
and creation of tenure tracks in Norway. Excellent 
infrastructure and high scientific level in robust 
research teams will attract international experts as 
visiting researchers. Internationalisation should 
also be undertaken through networks utilising 
complementary expertise of the participants.

In additional to the usual projects funded by the 
Research Council, a new kind of major.project.
should be initiated, where basic and applied re-
search, innovation and contact with the industry are 
components of equal value. Partners from industry 
should be allowed to participate in these projects. 
Such projects require competent research.manage-
ment, and education in this field should be offered. 

The strategy recommends that a new.research.
program for N&N, materials, and integration be 
established within the Research Council of Nor-
way. This program should also support research 
aimed at the thematic priority areas, in coordination 
with other programs in the Research Council. The 
program should also take care of the special needs 
of this new research field, through installation and 
operation of new and expensive infrastructure, fol-
lowing up important trends, and the establishment 
of internationalisation, national coordination, etc. It 
should also contribute to the promotion of N&N and 
the natural sciences, and contribute to the exploita-
tion of results. The most natural option is considered 
to be that the new programme should be an ex-
panded and strengthened version of the NANOMAT 
programme (“New Nano Programme”) In the long 
run we can consider the establishment of a national 
council for N&N.

The.budget recommends a financing level for 
N&N starting at NOK 140 million per year in �007, 
increasing to NOK �50 per year in �011, and then 
steadily growing to NOK �80 million per year in 
�016. This is in accordance with the Norwegian 
Foresight project “Advanced Materials �0�0”. 
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Such an escalation will put Norway on the same 
level as comparable countries, and is a precondition 
of our being able to implement the ambitious goals 
of this strategy.

Vision:..
Norway will become a leading nation within selected niches of nanoscience and nanotechnology. 
Through fundamental knowledge, advanced technology, and broad competence a strong basis will be 
created for increased value creation, new industry, and new knowledge. 
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What.are.nanoscience.and.nanotechnology.(N&N)?
Nanoscience and nanotechnology (N&N) have the 
potential to cause social changes on the scale of the 
Industrial Revolution. A special feature of nanotech-
nology is its generic character; it can affect almost 
all areas of society, and in many contexts has been 
described as the next industrial revolution [National 
Nanotechnology �006]. 

The nano dimension covers chemical bonding, 
molecular and atomic phenomena in chemistry and 
physics; it also includes building-blocks and key ele-
ments of biological macromolecules and structures 
that in turn support gene technology, cellular bio-
logy and neuro-informatics. The broad description 
of the nano field shows that it permeates the natural 
sciences, medicine and technology, and thereby also 
industry and wealth creation. The report demarcates 
N&N from traditional disciplines and technology 
by means of the topics emphasised and through the 
scientific approach involved in understanding and 
exploiting phenomena that arise at the nanoscale. 

Even.today.we.are.utilising a number of different 
products based on nanotechnology, for example as 
components for data storage, sunblock, catalysts 
for exhaust scrubbing, contrast agents for medical 
imaging, nanostructured paint with high scratch 
resistance and textiles from which dirt simply drops 
off. In the longer run, however, nanotechnology will 
affect everyone’s daily lives, and the global market 
for new products is expected to be extremely large 
in the course of a relatively short time. Examples of 
coming products are cheap and very efficient solar 
cells, energy-efficient dwellings (smart windows, 
efficient and flexible lighting) and catalysts and 
materials for sustainable energy production.

Other product areas are based on technology 
taken from the electronics industry, such as efficient 
computers and high-capacity data storage, medical 
diagnostic methods and treatment (biochips), sen-
sors for safety and comfort in cars, and monitoring 
of the environmental and industrial production.

Nanoscience opens the door to radical.scien-
tific breakthroughs. New phenomena may arise 
in consequence of the interplay between organised 

entities at the nanoscale. One example is super-
sensitive reading heads for magnetically stored 
data. The performance, stability and reactivity of 
nanostructured materials and components may scale 
new heights; nanotubes and nanocomposites may 
achieve a unique mechanical strength, nanoparticles 
may exhibit an extreme resistance to corrosion and 
nanostructured catalysts may yield a new degree of 
selectivity. The development of new methods means 
that we can now put together Nature’s building 
blocks in a controlled and systematic manner. It is 
not until we have mastered this that we will really be 
operating with nanoscience and nanotechnology.

Nanostructured materials and components may 
be manufactured in two basically different ways:  
by miniaturising (top-down) or by building up  
from atomic building-blocks (bottom-up). The  
nano-products of the future will be produced by  
both methods. Miniaturisation of electronics and  
microsystems by the use of lithography, stamping 
and direct structuring is a top-down method. The 
same goes for grinding of powder to make nano- 
particles, methods for “writing” of nanostructures 
and diverse etching techniques. 

Nanostructures that are built up atom by atom, 
molecule by molecule or particle by particle, are a 
bottom-up method. The atoms, molecules or par-
ticles then constitute building-blocks (Lego bricks) 
that can be assembled to create specific nanostruc-
tures. Examples of bottom-up methods may be 
found in crystal-growing and synthesis on the basis 
of chemical methods and self-organisation.

Nanoscience is not a single discipline in the 
same way as physics, chemistry or biology. Rather, 
these established disciplines constitute a basis for 
nanoscience. Nanoscience demands a high degree 
of interdisciplinarity and convergence between 
disciplines. New insights are also expected in these 
hitherto under-researched interfaces. 

In the same way, nanotechnology is not a single 
technology, but a collection of technologies, meth-
ods and materials that are on the basis of control and 
structuring at the nanoscale so as to achieve new 
properties and functions. 

Background
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N&N encroaches drastically upon natural- 
science disciplines and social technologies, and will 
be crucial to competitiveness and capacity.for..
renewal.in the �1st century. N&N offers undreamt-
of opportunities, but at the same time a responsi-
bility for the management of new knowledge and 
new technology in the best interests of society and 

 
• Nanotechnology: Exploitation of materials, structures, components and systems on the basis of 
 nanoscience. In some contexts nanotechnology also embraces nanoscience, but here we use them as  
 two difference concepts. 
•  Nanoscience: Measuring, describing, modelling and systematically manipulating and controlling   
 nanostructures and dynamic processes operating at the nanoscale.
•  Nanostructures: Materials, components and systems with a size between 0.1 and 100 nm.
•  Nanometre.(nm): A millionth of a millimetre. The prefix nano is from the Greek for “dwarf” and
 means a billionth (thousand millionth). If a teaspoon of water could be spread evenly over a football
 pitch, the depth of water would be about 1 nm. Our nails grow about 1 nm per second, while a virus
 is about 100 nm across. At the nanoscale, phenomena and properties may be fundamentally different
 from what we find in the same materials, structures and systems on larger scales. The relatively broad
 definition of N&N above will be implicitly restricted to the topics treated in the report.

Nanoscience and nanotech-
nology are defined to be in the 

scale from 0.1 to 100 nm  
(nm is defined in the box.) Here 
this is illustrated with familiar  

examples from biology.

the community. New knowledge in the field of 
N&N will in the main be generated internationally 
(>99%). In addition to Norwegian R&D beeing able 
to make use of this knowledge, it is vital that 
Norwegian N&N rapidly finds competitive niches 
with potential for new insights and wealth creation.
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What.is.happening.internationally?
• Most industrialised countries are investing heavily 

in N&N, with rapidly increasing public research 
funding. 

• The EU, Japan and the USA are the three biggest 
players, with intensive and extensive investment.  

• Smaller countries are undertaking more focused 
and prioritising investment. 

In countries of different sizes and with a different 
degree of expertise-heavy industry, there are great 
and important differences between volume of and 
focus on N&N, see the figure on the next page.  
Norwegian.investment.is.modest, even measured 
by population size. Several countries of a compa-
rable size have much heavier investment, which 
tends to be reflected in their degree of innovation 
and creativity. 

It is worth noting that Ireland and Israel, of 
comparable size with Norway, have the world’s big-
gest public investment in N&N measured per capita 
[European Commission 2004(b); 2005(d)]. In  
Ireland this is the result of concrete recommenda-
tions in “Statement on Nanotechnology”  
[icsti040714] from the Irish Council for Science 
Technology and Innovation in �004. The report lays 
particular emphasis on electronics, photonics, phar-
maceuticals, medical technology, food production, 
polymers and plastics, plus construction materials. 
Ireland possesses a number of small and large comp-
anies that have, or are expected to have, a consider-
able level of activity in nanotechnology.

Global activity can be divided into four roughly 
equal portions: the USA, Japan, the EU and the rest 
of the world. The figure on page 9 illustrates how in 
the period �000–�005 investment in N&N under-
went a very rapid expansion phase, and has now 
reached a high level among the pace-setting indus-
trial nations. Total public appropriations tracked one 
another closely in these regions, but there are nev-
ertheless relatively large differences between how 
the investments are implemented. This is happening 
quickly, and countries like China and South Korean 
may soon become very important and set the pace. 

The size of the country seems to determine the 
breadth of focus. The three big players the EU, 
Japan and the USA have solid activities on all fronts 
in N&N. The smallest countries, with Sweden and 
Denmark as obvious examples, have concentrated 

their investment in a few fields, but in addition have 
smaller levels of activity in several fields so as to 
maintain a minimum breadth [Nanoforum �00�].

There are considerable differences between how 
applied the publicly-financed research is. The USA’s 
nano investment has much more the character of 
basic.research than the EU’s, even if in its sixth 
framework programme the EU announced a heavier 
focus on fundamental nanoscience. This may be 
explained partly in terms of the fact that the EU has 
so far left large parts of the basic research to the 
individual member countries.

Another important difference is industry’s 
investment in nano research. Here the USA again 
stands out, with by far the biggest level of invest-
ment in the world. This is reflected in the American 
ability to innovate. Half of all consumer products 
and business start-ups on the basis of nanotechno-
logy now come from the USA [Nanotechproject 
�006].

The.Big.Three:.The.USA,..
Japan.and.the.EU
The.USA
In �005 they spent about USD 1,100 million on 
N&N via the National Nanotechnology Initiative 
(NNI), which coordinates most public programmes 
[US NSTC �004, �005]. The appropriations are 
channelled through individual researchers and 
teams, collaborating partners and major centres. The 
national Nano strategy designates concrete targets 
for the investment in R&D, technology transfer and 
prosperity development, education and infrastructure 
plus a responsible development of nanotechnology. 
The USA wishes to be the.world.leader in most 
N&N fields, and most of the seven main compo-
nents of the programme are generic: Fundamental 
phenomena and processes at the nanoscale; nanoma-
terials; components and systems at the nanoscale; 
instrumentation, measurement technology and stan-
dards; nanofabrication; major research installations 
and social dimensions.

The main goals of the programme are:
• to maintain world-class R&D with a view to ex-

ploiting the full potential of nanotechnology
• to facilitate technology transfer to products for 

economic growth, new jobs and social utility 
• to create resources for education with  

corresponding advanced infrastructure and tools
• to support a responsible development of nano- 

technology
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Public funding for nanoS&T per capita (NOK/year) and in total (millions of NOK/year). [European Commission 
2004(b);2005(d)]
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The USA’s public investment, therefore, emphasises 
the entire chain from education, basic R&D 
to industrialisation.

Japan
In the five-year investment plan for science and 
technology from �001 [National Institute �001], 
nanotechnology and materials are defined as one 
of four main areas, together with ICT, life sciences 
and environmental technology. In the same way as 
the USA, Japan is prioritising basic research, and 
has national funding of advanced scientific equip-
ment, laboratories for synthesis and fabrication at 
the nanoscale in dedicated national N&N centres 
[Japanese Council 2005, NISTEP 2005]. The opera-
tion of advanced laboratories is subject to national.
coordination. Innovative basic technology that 
creates fertile soil for new industry is a priority 
area. For example, the New Energy and Industrial 
Technology Development Organization (NEDO) 
emphasises nanotechnology related to materials, 
materials manufacture, measurement technology, 
biotechnology, ICT and nano-production technology. 
Exchange of researchers and international research 
collaboration is another priority area.

The.EU
The objective for the EU’s sixth framework pro-
gramme (�007-�01�) in “Nanoscience, nanotech-
nology, materials and new production technologies 
(NMP)” is to “…strengthen the competitiveness of 
European industry and ensure a transition from a 

Public funding of nanoS&T in EU, Japan, USA and the 
rest of the world. The numbers include both new and 
redefined funding.
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resource-intensive to a knowledge-intensive indus-
try, by creating new knowledge with epoch-making 
breakthroughs for new applications in the interface 
between different technologies and disciplines” 
[European Commission 2005]. 

The EU has not established N&N as a separate 
thematic priority area; N&N is a central part of the 
NMP programme, but at the same time is heavily 
funded through the Information Society Technology 
(IST) programme. In �005 the funding of nanotech-
nology in the sixth FP came to about EUR 470 mil-
lion, in which the NMP share was about 44%, while 
the IST accounted for about 38%. Approximately 
the same level is expected in 2006 and 2007, with 
an increase of investment in N&N towards the end 
of the sixth FP. In addition, N&N will be included in 
eight of the nine thematic priority areas in the EU’s 
seventh framework programme. The main motiva-
tion is technology.needs [COST 2005; European 
Commission �005; �005(e)]. 

Our.neighbours.
Denmark.
Denmark’s strategy for N&N from �004 [Ministry 
of Science �004] focuses on applications. The vision 
is “… to be among the absolute best countries in the 
world – in selected areas – in mastery and conver-
sion of nanotechnology into industrial applications, 
increased growth and employment – and to satisfy 
major social needs.”

The prioritised technology areas have been 
chosen on the basis of their industrial.and.social.
relevance in addition to research strengths and/or 
potential. The prioritised areas are nanomedicine and 
drug delivery, biocompatible materials, nanosensors 
and nanofluids, plastic electronics, nanooptics and 
nanophotonics, nanocatalysis, hydrogen technology 
and similar, plus nanomaterials with new functional 
properties. The report recommends the establish-
ment of two national nanotechnology powerhouses, 
which shall be international scientific and techno-
logical leaders in their fields. This strategy is in the 
process of being partially implemented, with the 
establishment of a powerhouse at the University of 
Aarhus and subsequently at the Technical University 
of Denmark in Copenhagen. 

Sweden
Sweden has no paramount national strategy for 
N&N, and has in the main elected to.integrate N&N 
into existing research instrumentalities. In 2001 a 

network of Swedish researchers in the field of N&N 
submitted “Strategy document for a Swedish Nano 
Network” [Swedish Nano �001]. The document has 
so far not been followed up by the spending authori-
ties. The plan designates the six areas which are 
functional materials, nanoelectronics, quantum phys-
ics and quantum phenomena, molecular electronics, 
nanobiology and nanomedicine plus nanotools.  
Sweden has no research programmes dedicated to 
N&N, but a long series of projects and research 
consortia have been funded by the Foundation for 
Strategic Research centrally for N&N [Stiftelsen 
�000; �001]. In addition some projects funded by 
the Science Council, Vinnova, the Knut and Alice 
Wallenberg Foundation and other funding sources. 

Finland.
In Finland’s first investments in nanotechnology in 
the period 1997–1999, the responsibility was di-
vided: the Academy of Finland had the responsibil-
ity for more theoretical basic projects, while TEKES 
had the responsibility for innovation-oriented and 
user-managed projects. The twofold.investment 
was also meant to fill the gap between the two kinds 
of research. [VDI Technology Zentrum, report 
March �004].

In the period �005–�009 Finland launched a new 
nanotechnology programme – FinNano – with the 
Academy of Finland and TEKES as the main play-
ers on the programme side. About EUR 70 million 
has been invested, of which EUR 50 million is to 
be channelled through TEKES. [The 1st FinNano 
Annual Seminar �006, presented by Dr. Markku 
Lämsä, TEKES]. The foci of the TEKES projects 
are “innovative nanostructured materials”, “new 
solutions for nanoelectronics” and “nanosensors and 
actuators”.

Through the Academy of Finland, EUR 9 million 
has been earmarked for research projects in “direct 
self-assembly”, “functionality in nanoscale” and 
“properties of single nanoscale objects”. At the same 
time, the Finnish Ministry of Education is grant-
ing EUR 24 million direct to the development of 
university education and research, creating centres 
of excellence and funding infrastructure. 

Finland has several strong scientific communi-
ties in the important thematic priority areas at the 
big universities in Helsinki, Jyväskylä, Turku and 
Tampere, and the VTT research institute.
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Why.should.Norway.invest.in.N&N?
• N&N lays the generic basis for new technologies 

and large wealth creation. Norway can exploit this 
potential to establish new wealth creation that is 
not related to raw material production. 

• N&N is probably the key to sustainable energy 
supply, which can give Norway as an energy na-
tion the opportunity to become the world leader 
in the field of N&N for the energy systems of the 
future. 

• Norway must develop its knowledge in parallel 
with other countries’ programmes so as to be able 
to participate in, understand and make use of the 
technological and societal changes that will result 
from developments in N&N. Furthermore in order 
to consolidate industry, secure expertise in impor-
tant social technologies, and to seize new opportu-
nities. 

• N&N is still at an early stage with major potential 
for small countries to assert themselves and par-
ticularly within niches where competitive edges 
can be constructively exploited. 

The ambition of the research.white.paper is that 
Norway should become a leading research nation 
in new technology, expertise and knowledge [UFD 
�005]. Research in the four thematic priority areas 
Energy and the Environment, Food, Ocean and 
Health must be given priority. New materials and 
nanotechnology are one of three prioritised techno-
logy areas that support the thematic priority areas 
and shall contribute to strengthening basic research 
and innovation. N&N will have great significance 
for the Research White Paper’s other technology 
areas ICT, materials technology and biotechnology. 
The Research Council’s Foresight report on materi-
als [the Research Council of Norway �005] points 
out that “materials and nanotechnology are one of 
the keys to Norway becoming a nation at the head 
of the international pack as regards technological 
expertise and knowledge.”

Most industrialised countries have already creat-
ed strategies and programmes for N&N. They expect 
that nanotechnology will contribute to considerable 
prosperity.development, inter alia via increased 
wealth creation and new jobs. The same perspective 
applies to N&N in Norway. In line with the White 
Paper on Research the proposed strategy will reflect 
how Norwegian N&N supports the national prioriti-
sations and builds the necessary expertise basis for 

new wealth creation.

Here come some examples of research chal-
lenges that demand N&N. N&N in energy.and.the.
environment will contribute to the development of 
sustainable solutions [Nanoforum �004; Institute 
of Nanotechnology �005; Masciangioli �00�] in a 
world with growing energy needs. Nationally, refin-
ing and conversion of natural gas, water purifica-
tion and CO� handling are important topics. New 
generations of catalysts, membranes and absorbents 
will contribute to more eco-friendly and energy-ef-
ficient process industry. The clean energy systems 
of the future depend to a high degree on materials 
and nanotechnological breakthroughs. Solar panels 
with much better energy-efficiency, materials that 
make the vision of the “hydrogen society” possible 
and solutions for energy economisation (light-emit-
ting diodes, superconductors, accumulators) are 
some of the examples of how N&N can contribute 
to considerable technological improvements and 
breakthroughs.

The dimensions of the smallest transistors in 
computer.technology are under 100 nm [Intel 
�006]. The computer chips of the future must deal 
with quantum effects when size shrinks further. New 
fundamental principles (quantum computation), new 
forms of rapid or permanent data storage media and 
associated reading and writing heads, optical com-
munication, broadband technology, flatscreens and 
flexible monitors (electronic paper) will be devel-
oped on the basis of N&N. Futurology suggests that 
sensors will be integrated into a number of societal 
technologies. There is talk about a coming instru-
mentation society that will base itself on distributed 
sensors, actuators and energy harvesting in order 
to achieve autonomous (self-controlled) systems. 
Nanostructured functional materials are key com-
ponents here. Present-day microelectromechanical 
systems (MEMS) will steadily develop in the direc-
tion of nanoelectromechanical systems (NEMS) in 
these areas.

Nanotechnology will, together with biomaterials 
and medical technology, be the key to many op-
portunities in health [Morrison �00�; VDI �005]. 
In particular, the interplay between one or more of 
these technologies will be important. Bionanotech-
nology, which lies at the junction between several 
technologies, will enable a more reliable and effi-
cient diagnosing and drug delivery, and new meth-
ods of treating injuries and physical handicaps.
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Developments will occur along many axes. 
Increased knowledge of pathology may lead to good 
pre-clinical modelling systems for characterisation 
of mechanisms and processes and testing of drugs. 
Diagnostic and visualisation methods (MR, x-rays, 
ultrasound, PET etc.) based on nanotechnology 
may yield earlier detection of illness, more precise 
identification of injuries and enhanced control and 
management of surgical interventions. Drug deliv-
ery with the aid of nanocapsules may enable more 
flexible dosages and increased organ specificity, i.e., 
guidance of the drug to the right spot in the body. 
Nanosensors can register health status by measuring 
chemical substances in the blood. The signals can 
trigger drug delivery or report status to the hospital 
or the treating physician. New drugs will consist of 
customised molecules that interact optimally with 
the biochemical surfaces of the cells in specific 
organs. N&N will contribute to the development of 
new, biocompatible materials for implants and artifi-
cial organs and functions, e.g. artificial retinas.

N&N can also contribute to solutions for chal-
lenges in Ocean.and.Food. Reduced fouling of 
surfaces can be achieved by controlling the nano-
structure. Control of the material structure at the 
nanoscale will lead to lighter and stronger structural 
materials. Protein programming of the properties of 
different fish species may be a future technology for 
the development of a more efficient aquaculture. 

Microsystems and nanosensors can be used to 
trace the origin of products, to monitor food con-
dition and even to notify the optimum time for 
slaughter. Feed production from natural gas by 
means of synthesis of proteins can be optimised with 
the aid of new catalysts. Use of nanostructured and 
functionalised materials in foodstuffs packaging will 
improve the products’ quality and shelf-life.

Even the nanotechnological components of a 
product will as a rule be invisible to the consumer. 
That is why a conscious dialogue.with.the.popula-
tion about the opportunities and risks following in 
the wake of nanotechnology is so important. It is of 
fundamental importance for Norway as a nation to 
have sufficient expertise in mathematics, natural sci-
ence and technology -- and thereby N&N – so as to 
meet and absorb an unknown future.

Progress in N&N is happening rapidly and 
Norway must be an active participant if we are not 
to lose ground in a steadily tougher international 
R&D climate. Failure to invest will mean reduced 
expertise in fields that appear absolutely central to 
future industrial development, welfare and standard 
of living. The.question.is.not.whether.Norway.
should.invest.in.N&N,.but.to.what.degree.and.
in.which.areas. This report endeavours to provide 
clear recommendations about this.

New priorities in Norwegian research policy.. Source: Report no. 20 to the Storting (2004-2005), White Paper 
Commitment to Research.
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What.is.happening.in.Norway?

The.Research.Council.of.Norway.
and.other.support.schemes.
In �00� the Research Council of Norway started the 
programme “Nanotechnology and New Materials” 
(NANOMAT, www.forskningsradet.no/nanomat) as 
a consequence of the FUNMAT initiative. In all, the 
programme channelled about NOK �90 million to 
projects in the first four-year period, the budget for 
�006 is NOK 76 million. Around �0% of NANO-
MAT projects may be said to fall under N&N. The 
NANOMAT programme has so far focused on new 
materials, particularly functional materials. It is, 
however, difficult to state the N&N proportion ex-
actly, since this overlaps so much on the materials 
field. 

N&N, as it is defined in this report, has a very wide 
sweep. This means that the Research Council of 
Norway is also funding relevant research through 
other.instrumentalities. The most important pro-
grammes and schemes are Clean Energy Systems 
of the Future (RENERGI), Free-standing projects, 
Storforsk, Young Outstanding Researchers (YFF), 
Eco-friendly Gas Power Technology (CLIMIT), 
User-Managed Innovation Arena (BIA), ESRF fol-
low-up research, strategic university and institute 
programmes (SIP/SUP) and SkatteFunn. In �005 
total investment in new materials and nanotechnol-
ogy via the Research Council of Norway totalled 
approximately NOK 140 million.

In addition, N&N research is funded through Nordic 
research programmes and EU based.

The.research.and.educational..
institutions.
In February �001 the partners in the FUNMAT 
consortium, i.e., the Institute for Energy Technol-
ogy (IFE), the Norwegian University of Science and 
Technology (NTNU), SINTEF and the University of 
Oslo (UiO), submitted an initiative to the Govern-
ment regarding a coordinated, integrated national 
programme in functional materials and nanotechnol-
ogy, focusing on energy, eco-friendly process tech-
nology, microsystems and biocompatible materials.

The Norwegian N&N programme is to a large 
extent taking place at these institutions, but has a 
scientific range that exceeds the materials initiative 
focused on. Examples of other topics are soft and 
complex materials, polymers, drug delivery systems, 
theoretical chemistry, molecular biology and mo-
lecular medicine. These institutions receive around 
80% of the total appropriations in NANOMAT, of 
which 49% lie within the FUNMAT area. NANO-
MAT has until �006 allocated NOK ��9 million to 
projects for the period �00�–�009.

The University of Bergen currently has individual 
activities in N&N, but wants to establish broader 
activities related to nanobio, NanoBasic, nanopro-
cess and nanoethics. Vestfold University College 
(HVE) is part of a close industrial collaboration 
on the basis of microtechnology. The Norwegian 
Defence Research Institute has advisory functions 
and research activities in the area. A more detailed 
overview of the Norwegian the activities may be 
found in appendix 1.

• The Norwegian investment in the field of N&N is, 
as of 2006, modest, also in relation to the popu-
lation. 

• Relevant programmes on which N&N can hitch  
a ride have been created: microtechnology, new  
(functional) materials, functional genomics. Rele-
vant scientific evaluations have been made by  
disciplines and by leading groups in connection 
with centre applications (SFF, SFI and COE). 

• The research institutions have created strategic 
plans for N&N. Several have invested in heavy 
infrastructure and there exist national and inter-
national cooperation networks.

• N&N in the research and education sector is hap-
pening today first and foremost in the Oslo area

  (the University of Oslo (UiO), SINTEF, the 
 Norwegian Defence Research Institute (FFI) and 

the Institute for Energy Technology (IFE) and in 
Trondheim (the Norwegian University of Science 
and Technology (NTNU) and SINTEF), partly also 
in Bergen (the University of Bergen (UiB). Smaller, 
but relevant activities are to be found elsewhere, 
primarily related to the university and college  
sector. 

• Established industry is showing increasing interest. 
Both established industrial companies and SMBs 
(small and medium businesses) have nano-related 
activities and products. New materials and con-
cepts with commercial potential are being identi-
fied in the scientific research communities.
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The research institutions have had a central place 
in national.initiatives related to microtechnology, 
functional materials and functional genomics. This 
has resulted in the development of infrastructure and 
expertise in these fields over the last few years. Even 
if the development is not actually in N&N, these 
programmes will give Norway an essential basis for 
being able to develop N&N in directions that depend 
on new materials, are oriented towards ICT and mi-
crosystems or are biological/medically oriented.

The research institutions have themselves made 
considerable prioritisations in their internal strate-
gies and grants (see Appendix 1), which clearly 
shows that they consider that N&N will become 
very important to future expertise development and 
technology, and thereby to future industry.

The two biggest programmes in N&N infrastruc-
ture in Norway are MiNaLab/SMN in Oslo, which 
opened in �004, and NTNU NanoLab in Trond-
heim, which is under construction. Operations at 
MiNaLab/SMN embrace functional materials, micro 
and nanotechnology. SINTEF’s activity has its main 
focus on industrial applications. NTNU NanoLab is 
being established with nanotechnological infrastruc-
ture for synthesis and definition of nanostructures 
by chemical, physical and biological methods plus 
characterisation of nanostructures. The laborato-
ries at HVE are being established in order to build 
microsystems. The Jeep II reactor at IFE constitutes 
important infrastructure for Norwegian materials 
research, partly also for N&N.

In the last few years, many new inter-institutional 
collaboration.constellations have been developed 
with sometimes considerable elements of N&N. 
They are coming in response to the invitations to big 
applications: the Centres for Outstanding Research 
(SFF), the Centre for Research-Based Innovation 
(SFI) and Storforsk, establishment of strong busi-
ness clusters in the Centres of Expertise (CoE) 
and strategic measures such as the Gemini Centres 
between SINTEF and NTNU/UiO.

The application round for SFF showed that 
several strong communities have gathered around 
relevant topics: Smart materials for future device 
technology (NTNU); Centre for Solid State and 
Nano-ionics (UiO); National Centre for Complex 
Matter Science (UiO); Centre for Catalytic Materials 
and Surface Dependent Phenomena (UiO); Centre 
for Energy and Environmental Catalysis (NTNU); 

Trondheim Centre for CO� Capture – Enabling 
Research and Technology (NTNU); Centre for 
Theoretical and Computational Chemistry (UiTø) 
and the Centre for multiscale molecular modelling 
with applications to novel structures of superior 
functionality (UiB). In addition, applications were 
received from biological and medical communities 
with relevance to bioN&N.

The same applied to the SFI applications, of 
which several focused to a lesser or greater extent 
on N&N: Innovative Natural Gas Processes and 
Products (UiO); Sustainable Hydrogen Energy Tech-
nology (IFE); Centre for Micro and Nanosystems 
(SINTEF); Centre for Innovative Molecular Diag-
nosis and Therapy (UiO) and the Wind Technology 
Research Centre (SINTEF Energiforskning).

Business.and.industry.
The Norwegian economy is characterised by raw 
material, energy and goods production. To a greater 
extent than many comparable industrial nations, 
Norway lacks a R&D-based industrial sector with 
a focus on research-heavy, futuristic products 
such as pharmaceuticals, biotechnology, computer 
technology and functional materials. There are few 
Norwegian industrial locomotives with a strong self-
development of new technology for an expansive 
global marked. The situation is reflected in the level 
of Norwegian research both in relation to the OECD 
and in comparisons between different industrial seg-
ments. 

Norwegian industrial companies currently have 
expertise and R&D activity in the field of N&N inter 
alia in the following areas: 

• Nanostructured materials and nanoparticles (Swix, 
Madshus, Conpart, Keranor, Prototech, Nor-X In-
dustries, Abalonyx, ScanWafer/REC, Borregaard, 
Borealis, Elopak, Jotun)

• microsilica, where the properties are governed 
from the nanoscale (Elkem)

• nanotubes and nanocones of carbon (n-TEC,  
Carbon Cones, Elkem, Carbontech Holding) 

• catalysis (Statoil, Hydro, Yara)

• special components in ICT and optics  
(Ignis Technologies, Norspace, Infeon Technolo-
gies/Sensonor, NERA)
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• biomagnetic separation of cells (Dynal Biotech 
Invitrogen)

• products for medical imaging diagnostics  
(GE Healthcare)

• “slow release” of medicines (Nycomed)

• medical diagnostics (NorChip)

The Research Council of Norway has a set of instru-
mentalities oriented towards the needs of industry 
(SkatteFunn, BIA, BIP, KMB, FORNY). In the last 
two years NANOMAT has advertised user-man-
aged innovation projects (BIP), for which only 
industry could apply. In the �006 call-for-proposals 
round, the number of applications was tripled, at the 
same time as the funds applied for were increased 
sevenfold. This indicates an increasing.interest in 
nanotechnology and new materials on the part of 
Norwegian industry. The majority of the applications 
in �006 was within nanostructured materials and 
surfaces, and the applicants included companies of 
all sizes. An interview round of relevant companies 
in �005 showed that Norwegian companies were 
positive to nanotechnology, but are taking a wait-
and-see line [Sintef �004]. It is therefore important 
that N&N programmes at the R&D institutions be 
broad, robust and of a high quality so as to stimulate 
industry to a greater commitment to N&N.

During a seminar in the spring of �006 with a 
focus on materials technology for the oil indus-
try, led by PETROMAKS, it was pointed out that 
nanotechnology can contribute to solving many of 
the oil industry’s problems, particularly in connec-
tion with materials and sensors. RENERGI already 
has projects on materials technology that can trigger 
new energy technology, and CLIMIT has similar for 
CO� sequestration.

International.contacts
The.EU
In three calls for proposals for the EU’s sixth 
framework programme in the field “Nanoscience, 
nanotechnology, materials and new production tech-
nologies (NMP)” from �00� to �005, success for 
Norwegian applicants was on the increase. Forty-
five Norwegian partners from universities, colleges, 
research institutions and industry are participating in 
33 projects in the NMP field. In addition, there are 
77 Norwegian participations in a total of �4 hydro-
gen-related projects under the thematic priority area 

“sustainable energy”. Norway has the coordination 
responsibility for ten projects; five in NMP and five 
in sustainable energy. The nanotechnology element 
is important to several of the projects. The groups 
enjoying great success in the EU’s sixth frame-
work programme typically achieve funding through 
NANOMAT as well. Work is therefore currently in 
progress to position Norwegian R&D communities 
and industry vis-à-vis the EU’s sixth framework pro-
gramme. The Research Council of Norway is par-
ticipating together with other countries’ and regions’ 
research councils in MATERA, an EU collaboration 
for project funding in materials and nanotechnology.

Norwegian communities with relevance to N&N 
enjoy very extensive research collaboration with 
European research institutions in chemistry, physics, 
materials science, biology, medicine, microtechnol-
ogy and nanotechnology.

The.Nordic.area
NorForsk and Nordic Energy Research fund re-
searcher exchange, networks, researcher schools and 
research projects in materials technology with N&N 
elements. The Nordic Innovation Centre funds, un-
der the Nordic micro and nanotechnology initiative 
MINT, Nordic nanotechnology projects, in which 
Norwegian players led by SINTEF are numerous. 
The objective is to find practical, commercial ap-
plications of nanotechnology.

Bilaterally
Norwegian R&D communities enjoy, in the same 
way as vis-à-vis the EU, a close professional col-
laboration with cutting-edge scientific communities 
in the USA and Japan. In the long term we expect  
an increase in the bilateral collaboration with the 
USA and Japan, largely on the basis of the techno- 
logy treaties with these countries. On the institutio- 
nal level there are agreements on cooperation in 
materials and nanotechnology with leading milieus 
in the USA and Japan. Because of their scientific 
quality in functional materials and nanotechnology, 
certain Norwegian communities have been invited 
to join projects funded by the Department of Energy 
in the USA and the New Energy and Industrial 
Technology Development Organization (NEDO) in 
Japan. Collaboration with Canada and China in the 
field of N&N is expected to increase in consequence 
of bilateral support schemes. Through NANOMAT, 
the Research Council of Norway funds projects with 
integrated international cooperation.
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N&N.in.society
• The future will be shaped by information technol-

ogy, biotechnology, materials technology and na-
notechnology, plus the interplay and convergence 
between these technologies. 

• N&N opens the door to progress and new possi-
bilities in areas such as safety, health and the en-
vironment, and can thereby contribute to meeting 
important societal and industrial needs. 

• Only to a small extent have we mapped and under-
stood how N&N in the broadest sense is capable 
of affecting human beings, society and ecosystems. 
Systematic risk assessments are therefore essential. 

• N&N has the potential for radical breakthroughs 
and can stimulate epoch-making research in inter-
play with other technologies. Ethical issues must 
therefore be considered carefully. 

• Legislation and regulations must be adapted to 
N&N.

Social and economic significance.
The leading industrial countries consider that mas-
tery of nanotechnology is crucial to their economic 
and technological competitiveness in the �1st cen-
tury [National Science �001; the Danish Ministry of 
Science �004]. Most of today’s new nano-products 

are in the realms of microtechnology and advanced 
materials technology with applications in sport, cos-
metics, surface treatment and textiles. Well-estab-
lished international players are under way, and there 
is an undergrowth of SMBs developing innovative 
products. In the future we may expect applications 
in most societal areas.

Internationally, there is large-scale investment 
in new technology to create new nanomaterials and 
develop new areas of use. In the USA about �0,000 
people are now working on nanotechnology. [Na-
tional Nanotechnology �006]

N&N can contribute to increasing the gulf be-
tween poor and rich countries because of the high 
demands on expertise level and big R&D costs [ETC 
Group �005]. On the other hand, many people think 
that the nano.gap can be avoided and that N&N can 
be an important tool for products and technology 
that promote global development and equalisation. 

Examples of applications that are important to de-
velopment in the third world are:
1  Energy storage, production and use
2  Enhanced productivity in agriculture
3  Filters and catalysts for water purification
4  Diagnosis of diseases
5  Vaccines with controlled drug delivery

International research collaboration takes many 
different forms and is often individual-based. A sub-
stantial proportion of such cooperation is not very 
much related to formal agreement systems and is 
initiated and pursued via personal contacts between 
researchers.

International.laboratories.–.infrastructure
Certain types of laboratory and instrumentation are 
so resource-intensive that it is not very practical 
for them to be created and operated by individual 
countries. Access to heavy infrastructure will be a 
precondition for research in the field of N&N on 
the highest level, and demand for such equipment is 
a sign of quality. This is particularly important for 
small countries. Norway is a member and thereby 
enjoys access to important facilities such as the 
European Molecular Biology Laboratories (EMBL), 
CERN and ESRF, and in general to European labo-
ratories classified as “Large Scale Facilities”. 

In the EU’s seventth framework programme, it will 
be possible for Norwegian milieus in the field of 
N&N to apply, together with the host institution, to 
use other special infrastructure in Europe.

Through membership in the European Syn-
chrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF) and the Swiss-
Norwegian Beam Lines (SNBL) at the ESRF, 
Norwegian researchers enjoy especially good access 
to synchrotron radiation at the Grenoble facility. 
Access and follow-up research are funded in part 
through the Research Council of Norway, in part 
by the Ministry of Education and Research. Other 
relevant facilities are BESSY, ISIS, Daresbury, 
Hasylab, MAXlab and ILL.
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6 Treatment and storage of food
7 Air pollution and purification
8 Structures and buildings
9 Follow-up of health status
10 Detection and control of pests 
 [Singer �005]

Health,.the.environment,.risks..
and.safety.
In parallel with the many opportunities that follow 
in the wake of N&N, there is also uncertainty about 
possible health and environmental threats [the Re-
search Council of Norway �005(f)]. Certain new 
applications consequent on progress in N&N rely on 
the fact that the properties of materials change radi-
cally when the size of the systems is reduced. New 
types of nanoparticle can be spread in the environ-
ment. How such particles will affect human beings 
and ecosystems is not very well understood. It may 
be argued that the.precautionary.principle should 
be deployed, but at the same time over-restrictive 
principles must not stop the development of new 
products and applications/methods. On the other 
hand it is essential that systematic risk assessments 
be conducted and documented so as in the best pos-
sible way to ensure knowledge and control of pos-
sible health and environmental hazards.

Possible harmful effects of nanostructured and 
hybrid materials, including their toxicology (tox-
icity for human beings and other organisms) and 
eco-toxicology (damage due to accumulation in 
ecosystems) [Malsch �005] must be correlated with 
knowledge of naturally occurring nanoparticles, to 
which human beings have been exposed throughout 
their evolution [Royal Soc. �004, page �6].

 
In biological and medical applications a num-

ber of ethical and safety questions will arise when 
bioN&N can lead to highly effective diagnostic aids, 
new drug delivery techniques and new methods of 
cultivating stem cells and tissue.  

Internationally, progress in the field of N&N will 
be used for military purposes. Many military appli-
cations can also be misused for terrorism or lead to a 
lower threshold of violence and attack. It is therefore 
important to be aware of the extended possibilities 
to which N&N can contribute [Altmann �005].

Since nanotechnology is based on established 
disciplines and has a central place in national 

thematic and technological prioritisations, the 
above-mentioned issues are just as central to these 
disciplines and societal technologies as to nanotech-
nology in itself. Research and expertise development 
must thus be seen in an integrated.perspective, so 
that N&N becomes a common good with minimal 
negative ripple effects.

Ethics.and.society.
The new and positive opportunities that N&N of-
fers for social development and prosperity, and a 
possible undesirable use of N&N, both raise ethical 
questions. This also includes the recognition that it 
will not be possible to detect all the problematical 
aspects of a technology development by means of 
public regulations.

In connection with biotechnological applications 
of N&N, important questions can be raised related 
to normality and health (how non-conformity is 
to be tolerated), privacy protection (how sensitive 
information is to be protected) and indirect.conse-
quences (what health effects are transmitted indi-
rectly, via society and culture). Important innova-
tions may be too expensive for others than a tiny 
elite to benefit from them.

New medical diagnostics may led to an increased 
distance between what can be diagnosed on the one 
hand and what can be treated, what we would like 
to treat or what we can afford to treat on the other. 
These challenges need to be illuminated.

N&N can create the basis for a sustainable 
development, and can contribute to the reduction 
between the rich and poor in the world. It is not, 
however, obvious that such considerations enjoy a 
central place in research-policy prioritisations. When 
ethical evaluations are integrated into research, the 
likelihood of achieving a desired development in 
specific fields is increased.

Legal.challenges
The number of patents including the word “nano” 
in the title is growing rapidly, and in the period 
January 2000 to April 2005 more than 15,000 
patents were registered worldwide [NanoVantage 
2005]. This is the first new area in a long time in 
which fundamental ideas are being patented right 
from the start. Patents often endeavour to be broad 
and generic, and rights may thereby benefit industry 
also in areas outside the original core area. In recent 
years the Norwegian universities have become much 
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more active in patenting, and this will affect the 
implementation of innovations in N&N. IP rights are 
often a precondition for our succeeding in commer-
cialisation of R&D results. International trends in 
patent legislation related to N&N must therefore be 
carefully followed by Norwegian players too.

Another point that requires for legal clarification 
is the law.of.liability. Present-day legislation does 
not appear to be adapted to the new opportunities of 
nanotechnology [Davies �006]. In this area, work 
is in progress on creating international guidelines 
[Malsch �005].

Norwegian legislation and guidelines for addres-
sing ethical, societal and environmental aspects of 

the use of N&N do not yet exist. It is important to 
get laws and regulations in place both nationally and 
internationally. It is equally necessary to lay down 
international technical standards. There are many 
initiatives for doing this at national level, but so 
far this has not converged internationally [Malsch 
�005].

The need for new regulation in relation to N&N 
should be charted rapidly. A framework for regulat-
ing N&N should both promote initiative and inno-
vation and clarify key factors related to society and 
the environment. Such a framework will reduce the 
chances of undesirable reactions among the consum-
ers and decision-makers.
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• Needs-driven: Research motivated by probable 
applications and research-strategy prioritisations 
(Market pull). 

• Knowledge-driven: Curiosity-driven research initi-
ated by research communities, with or without fo-
cus on potential applications (Technology push). 

• Integrated: An optimal combination of needs-
driven and knowledge-driven motivations. Such a 
mixed strategy can yield synergy effects between 
basic research and industry-oriented research. 
Because of the time-scales that apply to discipline 
and technology development in the field of N&N, 
this may mean faster implementation in industry 
and commercial products.

A paramount objective is for N&N to contribute to 
development of natural-science disciplines, tech-
nologies and industry. New ideas, materials and 
components can thereafter be integrated into indus-
trial development related to suppliers of products 
and technology/expertise to enterprises, particularly 
in nationally prioritised thematic priority areas. 
Internationally, it is emphasised that strong basic 
research in the field of N&N and into interfaces 
with other technologies will constitute the basis for 
a broad exploitation of N&N in industry and the 
public administration. It is an objective to facilitate 
innovative basic research so as to encourage a broad 
and competitive register of commercialisable ideas.

Needs-driven.motivation
Research motivated by applications in society or 
from a paramount research policy standpoint (e.g. 
through the White Paper on Research), may be said 
to have its origin in market needs (thus “market-
pull”). This is often research on a short time-scale, 
motivated by and intended to lead to applications. 
When industrial products and applications are the 
main objective, it is natural that relevant compa-
nies participate in research and identify prioritised 

Needs-driven.or.knowledge-driven?

In this chapter, certain objectives and needs are discussed and analysed, which are to be attained 
through scientific activities, thereafter various models for the organisation of N&N programmes. 
This forms the background for the choices to be made in the next chapter, in which the actual 
strategy is presented.

research challenges (user-managed projects). Such 
participation will occur either through the compa-
nies’ own research, through collaboration with 
research institutions or through (partial) funding of 
fellowships and projects in the university and col-
lege or the institute sector. The White Paper on Re-
search promises a major increase in appropriations 
for such research. We may expect further incentives 
in the future. It is important to stimulate existing 
industry to integrate N&N into its own R&D so as 
to strengthen competitiveness and development of 
(new) products. At the same time, given the orien- 
tation of Norwegian industry, we will require special 
measures to stimulate to new industry and increased 
wealth creation in new areas. This will demand 
instrumentalities such as user-managed innovation 
projects, as well as pure innovation incentives, for 
example through the FORNY scheme and Innova-
tion Norway.

Research.policy.considerations may also 
underlie needs-driven research. These may dictate 
that Norway should invest in a given area, on the 
basis of a pure industry perspective and/or a broader 
social perspective, for example energy, health or the 
environment. The motivation may also be a need 
to create new industrial fields. If there is little or no 
industry in the area, the objectives must be followed 
up with strategic public programmes (although 
focusing on quality).

An international example of needs-driven N&N 
is the electronics industry, in which development in 
nanoelectronics is driven by the big microprosessor 
suppliers.

Knowledge-driven.motivation
Research that is motivated by scientifically inter-
esting questions and that emerges from research 
communities, is here termed knowledge-driven (or 
“technology-push”). These are often activities in 
which knowledge development takes place over 

Discussion of  
organisational measures
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a longer time-frame, where applications are not 
necessarily clearly defined, or where research aims 
at a broad expertise.basis with many applications 
in view. Such research (free or strategic) derives its 
funding mainly from public sources: Basic appro-
priations, free projects, programmes, strategic pro-
grammes, also expertise projects with user participa-
tion (KMB). For parts of N&N the division between 
basic research and applied/industrial research will be 
washed out, because of a short time between discov-
ery, patent and application. At the same time the new 
Universities Act, which gives the universities prop-
erty rights in the exploitation of new knowledge, 
increases the attention given to commercialisation of 
the results of basic research.

Carbon nanotubes are an example of a product 
with great application potential that has emerged 
from knowledge-driven motivation. Here the disco-
very of the material and its unique properties came 
first; since then, industry and research institutions 
have demonstrated a broad spectrum of application 
possibilities. Due to the usefulness of nanotubes in 
many technological areas, industrial production of 
nanotubes is expected to rise from 55 tonnes in 2005 
to over 1,600 tonnes by 2010 [Cientifica 2005].

Integrated.motivation
A good Norwegian strategy for N&N is considered 
to be one that contains elements motivated.by.both.
market.and.knowledge.needs, that is, the total 
national needs. The objective of such an integrated 
motivation is to build new knowledge in selected 
segments of N&N, to develop expertise in generic 
application opportunities and facilitate innovation 
and industrial development. It will also make it 
easier to build bridges between the short time per-
spective of owner interests in industry and the long-
term thinking that is required if we are to succeed 
with N&N. We should endeavour to create research 
communities that achieve synergies between these 
time-scales and between different players.

If Norway is to develop competitive N&N for an 
international market, there must be no renunciation 
of scientific quality and innovation within the se-
lected areas. At the same time this demands that the 
key research communities have the will, ability and 
capacity to perform both forms of research, that syn-
ergies are developed and that the division of labour 
and integration of activities at various research insti-
tutions is successful. This makes clear demands on 
the implementation plan for N&N. Special measures 
are proposed in this strategy so as to address this.

Coordination
• N&N demands robust, high-quality research com-

munities, which possess adequate resources while 
at the same time working on relatively broad 
objectives and on specialised, state-of-the-art re-
search. This requires good scientific management.

• Investment in N&N will yield big gains and syner-
gies through coordination with other associated 
national programmes, for example in energy tech-
nology, petroleum, ICT/microsystems, functional 
materials and biotechnology/gene technology. 

• National coordination and dedicated resources 
may yield optimal construction, operation, acces-
sibility and exploitation of infrastructure and tools 
for N&N and thereby contribute to N&N being 
utilised in new areas and by industry.  

• The research system can stimulate activity in new 
innovative topics, collaboration with top interna-
tional communities and professional renewal, inter 
alia via support for young researchers.

Critical.mass.–.strong.research..
communities
A consistent problem with Norwegian research is 
small researcher groups, critical dependence on key 
individuals and lack of resources to operate and ex-
ploit advanced scientific equipment. Such fragmen-
tation is particularly unfortunate for N&N, which is 
characterised by a high degree of interdisciplinarity 
and by advanced laboratories. Without a wholly 
satisfactory solution for this, Norway cannot play 
the desired role in N&N, nor expect any large-scale 
innovation and new wealth creation on the basis of 
N&N and its interplay with disciplines and thematic 
priority areas.

In order to develop N&N in a robust, long-term 
perspective, it is essential to create mechanisms 
that provide selected (evaluated, highly-competent) 
researchers and groups with internationally com-
petitive.conditions. We must demonstrate confi-
dence that the ablest groups in Norway, also in the 
future, will deliver quality and quantity. This opens 
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the door to the establishment of major projects, 
or else centres (confer SFF, SFI, COE and Swed-
ish consortia). The proposed programme should 
be permeated by focusing on certain niches and on 
communities with special experimental resources 
and/or particularly great expertise. This can contrib-
ute to Norwegian N&N in niches rapidly achieving 
international weight and quality. The investment 
should take place on the basis of competition and 
with international evaluation, in order to achieve the 
most precise possible targeting.

 
 In order to work with complex problems of an 
interdisciplinary character, in which theory and 
experiment must in part be integrated, we need 
highly competent milieus of a size that makes for an 
efficient work situation and at the same time allows 
room for creativity. One consequence of this is good 
exploitation of research funds (value for money). By 
strengthening existing groups (if necessary found-
ing new ones), we should be able to create robust.
milieus.and.projects that at one and the same time 
are conducting basic research, following up new 
ideas towards commercialisation and having the ca-
pacity for collaboration with industry. An integrated 
motivation is also important on this level. A precon-
dition is long-term funding. The milieus selected 
(through competition) are expected to play an active 
role in N&N education and researcher training; stu-
dents will thereby be exposed to basic research and 
industry-oriented research. Such activities should be 
evaluated regularly. In order to create dynamism in 
the system, funds should be managed in accordance 
with this kind of evaluation. 

It is necessary that such a public investment in 
robust communities be followed up by the institu-
tions with permanent posts and infrastructure mea-
sures. At the same time, the establishment of robust 
communities must not displace curiosity-driven 
research within smaller groups that scientifically and 
innovation-wise are competitive within their niches. 
This will have to be subject to budgetary reconcili-
ation.

Research.management
Big N&N research projects oriented towards knowl-
edge development, methods or thematic foci, will 
typically have a high degree of interdisciplinarity. 
They will also integrate theory and experiment, 
require operational infrastructure, cooperation with 
industry or follow-up of new ideas with a view 
to commercialisation. Research.management.is.

required.for.a.successful.investment. This may 
include stronger target management, particularly 
for more applied and industry-oriented projects, 
incentive schemes and use of portfolio tools. Good 
models for this must be expected in big N&N 
projects. At the same time, there will be a need for 
increased national coordination of projects in order 
to exploit complementary knowledge and methods. 
The same applies to heavy infrastructure, see next 
section. In this way the Research Council of Norway 
has positive experience with the FUNMAT consor-
tium, which coordinates several big projects funded 
through NANOMAT. A similar consortium may play 
a role in the implementation of a N&N programme, 
particularly if the number of partners (or associated 
partners) and the scope are extended somewhat.

National.coordination.of.infra-.
structure
N&N is dependent upon dedicated methods; of syn-
thesis and fabrication, characterisation, theory and 
modelling. Resource considerations immediately 
dictate a limited number of heavy N&N laboratories 
in Norway, which was also recommended in the 
Foresight project “Materials �0�0” [the Research 
Council of Norway 2005]. Much of the experimental 
equipment and infrastructure (particularly advanced 
clean rooms) is extremely expensive, both in pro-
curement and operation. Not least is there a need for 
highly-qualified technical personnel. A high degree 
of exploitation of the laboratories should be sought. 
Since such equipment is too expensive and complex 
to be installed at all institutions, it will be highly 
beneficial for nano-research overall to make certain 
well-equipped laboratories available.to all inter-
ested players in Norway, whether from the research 
and educational institutions, the institute sector or 
industry.

If we are to be able to develop new and cost-ef-
fective technology within the thematic priority areas, 
it is important to combine nanotechnology with 
other advanced technology. For a small country like 
Norway, this can be done most efficiently via good 
collaboration models.

A common infrastructure makes a lot of de-
mands: Modern instrumentation with sufficient 
capacity; technical assistance and good operational 
forms that ensure availability; methodological ex-
pertise that exploits the potential of the instrumenta-
tion to the utmost; funding schemes that ensure rea-
sonable access for external and which for industry’s 
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part are in conformity with international competition 
regulation.

The financing of a national infrastructure is a 
joint task for the institutions, the Research Council 

of Norway and the authorities. National infrastruct-
ure, in a virtual network, must be subject to para-
mount control. Proposals are discussed in greater 
detail in the chapter “Instrumentalities” on page ��.

Funding.models
• Integrated model: N&N is realised through current 

funding schemes and instrumentalities (including 
strategic programmes). 

• Dedicated model: All N&N is gathered together in 
a single dedicated programme. 

• Focused model: A mixture of the two above; N&N 
is strengthened through instrumentalities for na-
tional prioritisations in the Research Council of 
Norway, at the same time as a focused programme 
has the responsibility for N&N. 

In the preceding sections it was argued that Norwe-
gian investment in N&N should be the consequence 
of an integrated motivation; partly needs-driven, 
partly knowledge-driven. The programme requires 
robust communities and projects of a high quality, 
good research management and advanced infra-
structure. In addition, it is required that we deal with 
several.time-scales, often all at once. N&N is an in-
tegrated part of the MNT subjects, but nonetheless a 
separate, new field with potential for development of 
entirely new knowledge, partly of an interdisciplin-
ary character. N&N must be developed into a key 
tool for innovation and new industry. A programme 
must be robust and satisfy several different kinds of 
development.

If Norwegian scientific communities are to be at 

the cutting edge of research within niches of N&N, 
we need determined investment with this in mind. 
Not until then will the milieus become real resources 
for industry in highly competitive areas and be able 
to generate new commercialisable ideas at the lead-
ing edge of technological development. The existing 
instrumentalities in the Research Council of Norway 
for nationally prioritised thematic and technological 
areas have other main missions than to develop ge-
neric knowledge in N&N. An integrated model may 
thus be not wholly suited to facilitating an optimal 
development of N&N in Norway.

The opposite extreme is to envisage the gather-
ing of all N&N in a single dedicated, independent 
programme. This may be well-suited to constructing 
various expertise platforms, but it may also hamper 
the cooperation between different instrumentalities 
and players that most effectively support the nation-
ally prioritised areas.

It therefore seems most expedient for N&N to 
be financed in such a way that both the above-men-
tioned main considerations are satisfied. In such a 
focused.model, N&N for national focus areas shall 
be funded through existing instrumentalities of the 
Research Council of Norway, while the long-term, 
fundamental and expertise-developing responsibility 
is vested in a separate programme. This requires that 
essential new resources be made available. 

Education,.recruitment.and.communication
• Education, researcher training and recruitment 

are crucial factors in being able to scale up N&N 
operations at the desired tempo. In addition to the 
actual N&N field, this applies to associated basic 
subjects. 

• New educational facilities of various types are now 
being introduced for N&N at several universities. 
This offers opportunities for broad collaboration

 with regard to courses at Ph.D. level and in 
 researcher schools.  

• Broad and high-quality research is a precondition 
for a good and interdisciplinary N&N education.

• Dissemination of results from N&N is a vital task 
and can contribute to increased interest in natural-
science and technological education.
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Education.in.N&N
International trends show two approaches to edu-
cation; a discipline-based and a multidisciplinary. 
The former integrates N&N into already existing, 
discipline-oriented educational tracks. The latter 
offers explicit educational programmes in N&N. 
Discipline-based N&N educational courses are 
based on a discipline (mesoscopic physics within 
solid-state physics, nanochemistry within physi-
cal/inorganic/organic chemistry etc.) and meet needs 
for focused cutting-edge expertise. Examples may 
be nanoscale physics of materials; nanotechnology 
related to miniaturisation within microtechnology; 
photonics related to development within micro and 
communication technology, the axis from functional 
materials to nanostructured functional materials. In 
biological education there are bioengineering and 
biophysics programmes that raise nanotechnological 
issues. The discipline-based nanotechnology courses 
of education are particularly relevant at the master’s 
and doctoral levels. 

The multidisciplinary approach to N&N educa-
tion starts to a greater degree at bachelor’s level. 
In the first semesters a common scientific basis is 
provided by chemistry, physics, biology and elec-
tronics, dedicated subjects in nanotechnology plus 
mathematical subjects and IT. This common basis 
enables subsequent specialisation. Typically, there 
are a limited number of profile areas (areas of study) 
that may be chosen, but at the same time a sufficient 
freedom of choice between topics. Examples of pro-
file areas are: nanostructured materials; nanotechnol-
ogy for biology/medicine, energy and the environ-
ment (catalysis, separation, energy harvesting); the 
MEMS/NEMS axis etc.

In recent years, Europe has seen the introduc-
tion of multidisciplinary nanotechnology courses of 
education at master’s level in collaboration between 
several.institutions. These are characterised by the 
multidisciplinary nature and the academic depth 
being strengthened through cooperation between 
complementary discipline-based study programmes 
at various institutions.

The NTNU has recently established a multidis-
ciplinary study programme in nanotechnology as a 
five-year master’s programme, as part of its char-
tered-engineer course. The first admission of stu-
dents was the autumn of 2006. A five-year master’s 

programme is in the process of establishment at the 
UiB with a planned start-up in the autumn semester 
of �007. The UiO is currently creating a discipline-
based curse of study master’s and Ph.D. levels 
related to the programme “Materials and Energy for 
the Future” (MEF).

The traditional basic.disciplines tend to have 
complementary approaches to a number of ques-
tions that are found in a pure form in N&N. In many 
cases, therefore, they will drive the discipline devel-
opment in ways that benefit N&N. It is important 
that N&N education become a good supplement to 
the traditional disciplines.

Communication
Only to a limited degree will the ordinary citizen 
and the decision-maker be informed about the op-
portunities and challenges related to natural science 
and technology in general and N&N in particular. 
The communication aspect is particularly important 
to N&N, which to a large extent operates on the 
basis of products and components that cannot be 
seen with the naked eye. At the same time, N&N 
will have great significance for social development, 
health and welfare, and the consequences for the 
individual may be extensive. Dissemination and 
dialogue are important, both to give the population a 
realistic.picture of possible future consequences of 
N&N, and to get essential feedback from the general 
public. Relevant instrumentalities are:
• Layman conferences
• Radio, TV, newspapers
• Research festivals
• Dissemination courses for journalists
• Lectures for companies, associations etc.
• Meeting-places for industry and R&D milieus
• Conferences with leading international researchers

Such a communication strategy should be coordi-
nated by the Research Council of Norway, confer 
the chapter “Instrumentalities” on page ��.
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Research strategy for N&N
The chapter suggests content and size for a forward-looking Norwegian investment in N&N. It opens with 
what Norway should prioritise; thereafter follows a discussion (on pages 32-40) of how the programme 
should be implemented; and finally, a size for the programme is recommended. Pages 43-46 summarise ad-
vice to different players in the field. Important prioritisations are submitted on pages 32-40, plus recommen-
dations for instrumentalities in order to achieve an effective organisation and implementation. This is more 
of a strategy than an operational plan, with a focus on overarching questions and instrumentalities. This 
means that the institutions are relatively invisible. A number of institutions have drawn up clear strategies 
for N&N, which are valuable in this work.

The N&N strategy shall support national thematic 
and technological prioritisations, and designate four 
thematic priority areas:
1. Energy and the environment
2. ICT and microsystems
3. Health and biotechnology
4. Ocean and food.

Certain scientific areas constitute an open and 
common basis for N&N. The strategy designates the 
following expertise areas:
• Materials
• Interface-/surface science and catalysis 
• Fundamental physical and chemical phenomena 

and processes at the nanometre scale 
• BioN&N
• Components, systems and complex processes on 

the basis of N&N
• Ethical, legal and societal aspects.

A key basis for the areas above is being able to cre-
ate nanomaterials and nanosystems, to characterise 
and understand their properties. For this we need 
advanced and expensive infrastructure and tool 
platforms: 
• Synthesis, manipulation and fabrication;  

characterisation; theory and modelling.

A national strategy for N&N requires a good bal-
ance between breadth and focus, and between basic 
research and application-oriented R&D. At the same 
time, the strategy ought to deal with both the short 
and the long time perspective. Prioritisation is es-
sential in order to achieve sufficient focus, tempo 
and competitiveness within areas designated in the 
strategy. At the same time, the door should be held 
open for curiosity-driven research that will stimulate 
to new knowledge.

Society and industry are demanding research 
with a relatively short time horizon that yields 

Prioritised.focus.areas
identifiable utility effects. These wishes must be 
balanced against curiosity-driven basic research on 
a longer time-frame. For future wealth creation it is 
particularly important to stimulate to new knowl-
edge and technology that not until the long term pro-
vides new products and new industry. The research 
and educational system must, therefore, satisfy and 
balance the needs of society and industry, in both the 
short and long terms. Experience shows that big dis-
coveries and technological leaps generally emerge 
from curiosity-driven research. That is, gains cannot 
be made by merely considering imminent needs. 
On the other hand, needs-driven research can also 
create considerable new knowledge and fundamental 
research.

The proposed strategy endeavours to balance 
breadth and focus. By designating the four.the-
matic.priority.areas Energy and the environment, 
Health and biotechnology, ICT and microsystems 
plus Ocean and food, the foundations are laid for 
strengthening the thematic priority areas and tech-
nology areas that were prioritised in the Research 
White Paper. N&N research in these areas is primar-
ily needs-driven, and may be followed up through 
a number of programmes and instrumentalities of 
the Research Council of Norway. Radical progress 
in the field of N&N may lead to rapid progress in 
several of these areas, in terms of both technology 
and wealth creation. Below follow tentative recom-
mendations in each of the thematic priority areas. 
An essential focusing must be done in consulta-
tion with the Boards and the expert panels that the 
Research Council of Norway has established for the 
areas. This will ensure that national advantages are 
exploited and that N&N is part of an integrated with 
market, quality and expertise as its keywords. 

If N&N is to stimulate technological develop-
ment within the thematic priority areas, a high de-
gree of expertise in the core of N&N is required. It 
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is therefore recommended that we establish a collec-
tion of tool.platforms and generic.expertise.areas. 
These are relevant to all the thematic priority areas 
and all N&N, and at the same time create a strong 
and necessary basis for long-term basic research, 
expertise and methodological development. One 
example is new materials, which has a central place 
in all of the N&N areas.

N&N demands advanced methods of synthesis 
and fabrication, characterisation and manipulation 
plus theory and modelling, that is, heavy and inte-
grated infrastructure. This will also benefit N&N 
in the thematic priority areas, which will also drive 
methodological development. The N&N strategy 
makes proposals for long-term funding and coordi-
nation of such infrastructure.

Experimental activity in order to demonstrate the 
new technology makes demands on laboratories that 
exceed what is offered by facilities for fundamental 
research. The technology component of N&N, that 
is, the R&D arena in which the research institutes, 
universities and industry collaborate in laying the 

groundwork for new wealth creation, have special 
infrastructure needs which must be taken into ac-
count in the implementation of the programme.

Thematic.priority.areas
N&N oriented towards the four thematic priority 
areas will first and foremost be technology and ap-
plication oriented, on the basis of science. In many 
contexts science and technology will here merge into 
one another. They are closely linked and may be said 
to fertilise one another. The nationally prioritised ar-
eas in the Research White Paper are already partially 
covered through a number of funding schemes in the 
Research Council of Norway. This makes it possible 
to have a specific N&N focus within these areas and 
thereby contribute to renewal and development. In 
order to achieve this, new N&N instrumentalities 
must be incorporated into these funding schemes.

The strategy envisages scientific coordination 
and broad projects in the field of N&N in order to 
bind together activities that are thematic and tech-
nologically oriented with long-term development of 
expertise. For this we need a separate set of custom-
ised instrumentalities (see page ��).

N&N in the thematically-motivated 
questions will have a much stronger 
character of basic.research than what is 
naturally regarded as the responsibility 
of the existing programmes and instru-
mentalities. It may also be appropriate 
to initiate new activity that does not yet 
have a basis in any Norwegian milieus. 
Such choices may be assisted through 
paramount coordination.

The nationally prioritised focus ar-
eas are presented below in order.of.pri-
ority. Within each of the areas, exam-
ples are given of topics in which N&N 
can be significant for technology and 
industrial development. The examples 
are not prioritised, since international 
scientific and technological develop-
ment happens rapidly and demands a 
dynamic angle of attack. Prioritisation 
within sub-areas must therefore be dealt 
with during the implementation with 
the aid of standard criteria for scientific 
quality. Prioritisation of the individual 
research project must be done on the 
basis of strategic choices combined 

The suggested areas of competence are generic, and are neces-
sary for all thematic areas. In addition they will contribute to new 
understanding and insight. Conversely, research within thematic 
areas may lead to new generic insight with a variety of applica-
tions. Knowledge will thus move both up and down in the figure. 
Access to advanced infrastructure and tools is decisive for all 
parts of a national effort.
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with stringent requirements for competitive scien-
tific quality. Choice of areas for heavy investments 
in the field of N&N must be made on the basis  
of certain general preconditions: 
• The presence of industrial, raw-materials or  

expertise advantages
• Technological capability for breakthroughs,  

new products, or new wealth creation
• N&N anchorage in milieus that already possess  

a high level of relevant expertise
• The will and ability to draw on national infra- 

structure and platforms whenever essential
• Suitable management for projects of an inter- 

disciplinary character

Energy.and.the.environment

Norway is internationally a leading energy nation, 
and our welfare and competitiveness depend to a 
large extent on energy-related activity. Hydroelectric 
power, oil and gas are national advantages, and there 
exist strong research and technology milieus.

At the same time, energy supply is intimately 
connected to local and global environmental effects. 
Globally, the obtaining of enough energy for a grow-
ing world population is probably the biggest chal-
lenge facing our civilisation in a relatively long-term 
perspective. Norway has an unusual opportunity to 
exploit its advantages and its technological position 
and at the same time attain agreed political objec-
tives, by developing nanotechnology and materi-
als technology for energy and the environment. A 
realistic ambition is for Norway to become a leading 
player in renewable and eco-friendly energy tech-
nology. Nanotechnology may also contribute to a 
better understanding of how material properties are 
governed from the atomic and molecular level, via 
the micro scale, up to the macroscale. More eco-
friendly products may thereby be manufactured with 
a smaller consumption of energy and reduced dis-

Objective: Norway shall become a world leader 
in the field of N&N for energy systems. Norwe-
gian industry shall choose to become suppliers 
of relevant technology on the basis of N&N.
Measures: Highest priority shall be given to 
energy and the environment among the thematic 
N&N programmes. Addressing breadth at the 
same time as focusing on selected topics.

charges and emissions of environmentally hazardous 
substances.

The following areas will be particularly promising 
for a strong Norwegian participation:
• Gas conversion 
• COCO� capture
• Petroleum production
• Solar panels
• Hydrogen technology
• Batteries and energy harvesters
• Increased energy efficiency (industry, homes, 

transportation)

ICT.including.microsystems

Information and communication technology affects 
practically all societal areas. The technology de-
velopment has been driven by the need for smaller, 
faster and cheaper computers. In recent years the 
most important driving force has to a large extent 
concerned extended functionality. Research in the 
EU’s IST programme has been focused on the para-
digm “ambient intelligence”. This entails a develop-
ment in the direction of miniaturised, autonomous, 
distributed systems that perform measurements, sig-
nal and data processing and that communicate with 
the outside world. Such a development demands the 
creation of technology for:
• Microprocessors, data storage and electronics with 

extremely low power consumption
• Advanced micro-sensors
• Wireless communication
• Distributed miniaturised current sources (energy 

harvesting, micro-fuel cells, batteries)

In Norway there are no industrial locomotives 
producing integrated circuits and microprocessors. 
What we do have, on the other hand, is several 
companies that supply microsystems and microsen-

Objective: Norwegian research communities 
shall be among the foremost in Europe in at least 
one area within ICT/microsystems. Norwegian 
industry shall make effective use of nanotech-
nology in combination with other advanced 
technology in ICT products. 
Measures: A focused investment in selected 
areas of nanotechnology in combination with 
other advanced technology for ICT/microsys-
tems.
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sors. Future sensor technology and autonomous 
systems will be key elements for considerable parts 
of Norwegian industry. An example is the enormous 
need for processing, structural and condition moni-
toring in the oil and gas industry when it switches to 
unmanned operations, ventures out into great ocean 
depths and expands into the High North. The area 
is also important for other research and industry in 
Norway, e.g. related to space exploration and par-
ticle physics (CERN).

A Norwegian nanotechnology programme 
will focus on:
• Nanomaterials and nanocomponents for electro-

nics, data storage, optics, sensors, actuators and 
radio frequency components.

• Integration of nanomaterials in sensors and actua-
tors (mixed technologies)

• Nanostructuring
• Nanofluidics

Health.and.biotechnology

Objective: Norwegian research in bioN&N 
shall become an international leader in niches 
for development of new materials and strate-
gies for advanced prevention, diagnostics and 
therapy.
Measures: Focused investment in order to 
strengthen interdisciplinary cutting-edge 
expertise on the basis of established communi-
ties. New activity shall be developed within 
selected niches via young researchers or foreign 
recruitment.

Roughly speaking, BioN&N comprises two areas. 
The one is directly relevant to health and welfare 
and covers regenerative medicine such as medical 
implants, cell and tissue culture, nanomedicines, 
diagnostics with new sensors and biochips plus 
imaging inside and outside the body. This area is pri-
oritised in the EU’s seventh framework programme 
through the technology platform “nanomedicine”.

The other area comprises biomimetic materials 
and biological interfaces in connection with mari-
time climate and foodstuff production.

A common basis is understanding of structures 
and processes in living organisms such as pro-
teins, DNA, subcellular structures, cells and tissue 
structures, at molecular level. The basis includes 
methods for analysing and affecting. Some of the 
most important driving forces in the development of 
bioN&N are the revolutionary mapping of genomes, 
the development of organic synthesis of complex 
bioactive molecules, and the convergence with ma-
terials, micro and N&N. 

Applications of N&N in clinical diagnostics, 
medical components including implants, tissue 
generation and pharmaceuticals will increase sharply 
in the next few years. N&N will contribute to medi-
cal revolutions such as radically new strategies for 
target-seeking cancer treatments, nanorobots for vas-
cular surgery and functional biomaterials for tissue 
regeneration and creation of new tissue (tissue engi-
neering). The combination of better target-seeking 
pharmaceuticals with better diagnostics will prob-
ably lead to more effective individualised treatment 
with fewer side-effects.

Norway has several advantages in the health 
and biotechnology field such as its extensive 

MICRO-VALVES: ICT and mechanics combined on 
small silicon chips offers high precision.  
Photo: Micostaq

NANOROBOTS in the circulation of blood can keep 
the vessels open, monitor the health, or fight against 
disease. Ill: Julian Baum/Foresight.org
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medical registers and unique biobanks that can be 
exploited positively. Techniques at the nanoscale 
for measurement of reactants will be necessary in 
order optimally to exploit the biological material in 
Norwegian biobanks. Specific use of bioincompat-
ibility for therapeutic purposes is a field with strong 
Norwegian expertise. Cooperation and synergy with 
the FUGE programme is necessary if the Norwegian 
resources are to be used optimally. Among the many 
possible areas in this field, some appear particularly 
promising for Norway:
• Biocompatible materials
• Sensors, diagnostics
• Drug delivery
At the same time, ripple effects are expected in 
fields such as immunology, neurobiology and cell 
and tissue cultivation.

Ocean.and.food

Aquaculture is an important Norwegian industry, 
particularly in the regions, and has a great growth 
potential. The industry must, however, become bet-
ter at building upon fundamental research if it is to 
safeguard continued expansion in a sustainability 
perspective.

In the rest of the food production and shipping 
sector, N&N can contribute to solutions in several 
areas when the technology is combined in a smart 
manner with other advanced technologies.

This is currently an immature field with a rela-
tively weak connection to N&N. The potential is, 
however, great, and several areas may be important 
for Norway in the somewhat longer term. Examples 
of interesting areas are:
• Tracing of food
• Smart packaging
• Food monitoring
• Surface treatment
 o reduced algal growth and fouling of ships  

Objective: Norwegian business interests shall 
be international leaders in the application of 
N&N to aquaculture and shipping.
Measures: With a point of departure in compe-
tent communities in Ocean and food, networks 
shall be established that can exploit break-
throughs in the field of N&N and utilise them 
in products.

 and offshore installations
 o reduced bacterial growth in food  

 production facilities

What.about.other.areas?
Since nanotechnology is a generic or facilitating 
technology, most of the development in the above-
mentioned areas will also be important to other 
fields. Tool platforms and expertise areas that are 
common to the focus areas will also be important for 
new areas for wealth creation and for new scientific 
insight.

Spin-off effects that cannot be predicted today 
are expected as a result of this strategy. The Re-
search Council of Norway should have a prepared-
ness system to detect such effects. Expertise areas 
that are common to the prioritised focus areas, and 
which will contribute to such effects, are described 
below.

Expertise.areas

Nanoscience forms the basis for the nanotechnologi-
cal applications presented in the previous section. 
However, an investment in nanoscience is also im-
portant to achieve progress in scientific insight. The 
significance of fundamental new discoveries and 
theories in natural science ought not to be underes-
timated. Quantum mechanics and relativity theory 
are our age’s monuments of discovery. They are 
the results of fundamental research, achieved partly 
by individual geniuses and partly through coopera-
tion in good research teams. Even if the theory of 
the individual elements of nanoscience (atoms and 
molecules) is well-established, there is a consider-
able potential for fundamental.new.understanding 
in N&N. We currently suffer from deficient under-
standing of the transition between pure quantum-
mechanical and classical systems. Nor do we under-

Objective:.Establishment of a focused and in-
terdisciplinary knowledge platform so that N&N 
will yield new knowledge and increased under-
standing of materials, systems and processes, 
and will create the basis for innovation and new 
wealth creation on the basis of nanotechnologi-
cal applications in industry. 
Measures:.A broad investment in generic exper-
tise areas and establishment of networks on the 
basis of objective quality evaluations.
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stand phenomena such as complex systems and how 
individual molecules organise themselves to produce 
life and consciousness. N&N is a very central and 
important research arena for such questions, since 
the functional molecules of life are to be found at 
the nanoscale.

Internationally speaking, N&N currently has a 
strong character of basic research. It will develop 
new, generic knowledge and increased insight into 
fundamental phenomena. At the same time, our 
expectations of applications are great, and thereby 
also the focus. In many areas it is a short distance 
from basic research to application. This means that 
traditional, linear models of knowledge development 
and division of labour are no longer suitable; for ex-
ample, the universities, colleges and institutes are all 
important contributors to nanoscience research. It is 
therefore important to create communities in which 
basic research and applied research can cross-fer-
tilise one another. The proposed strategy reflects this 
basic outlook. The strategy facilitates an integrated 
mixture of needs-driven research through thematic 
priority areas and knowledge-driven research 
through expertise areas and tool platforms. In the 
figure on page 25, this means that knowledge will 
flow both upwards and downwards. 

The quest for new knowledge leads to new, often 
unforeseen, applications. Research at the cutting 
edge of nanoscience demands especially strong and 
expensive tools for creating, manipulating, measur-
ing, characterising, modelling, understanding and 
using materials and components with dimensions 
at the nanoscale. This has clear interfaces with the 
conventional disciplines, particularly chemistry and 
physics. The application potential of nanotechnol-
ogy is great, but in an introductory phase the basic 
research aspect should be paid the greatest attention.

The preceding proposal creates space for funda-
mental and long-term research through the exper-
tise areas and the tool platforms presented below. In 
addition it is emphasised that the Research Council 
of Norway’s traditional instrumentalities for funda-
mental research, such as researcher projects, must be 
available for smaller scientific milieus of high qual-
ity, both through the N&N programme and through 
other instrumentalities.

It is crucial for an optimal development of N&N 
in Norway that a sufficiently heavy and broad basis 
be developed within disciplines of a generic 

character. These will be important in the great ma-
jority of relevant fields within nanotechnology. The 
associated expertise is extremely important for N&N 
and to trigger new wealth creation related to the the-
matic priority areas. It is proposed that the following 
expertise areas be prioritised:
• Materials
• Interface/surface science and catalysis 
• Fundamental physical and chemical phenomena 

and processes at the nanometre scale 
• BioN&N
• Components, systems and complex processes on 

the basis of N&N
• Ethical, legal and societal aspects, including 

health, the environment and safety

Materials
Materials are a very central key technology, whether 
we are talking about nanoparticles, thin films, alloys, 
composites, hybrid structures, biomimetic systems 
or biomaterials. Design of such materials, perhaps 
assembled in composites, components or nanostruc-
tures, will constitute the core of new, nanotechno-
logical products.

Norway has strong technological traditions and a 
high degree of wealth creation related to materials. 
New products on the basis of nanostructured materi-
als can be anchored here. Through their physical, 
chemical and mechanical properties, materials have 
an enormous significance for society and technolo-
gies. They are used for structural purposes in the 
widest sense and to give components a functional 
property on which application is then based.

The properties of materials derive partly from 
their atomic number and weight, partly from how 

SPACE LIFT: New carbon based materials may 
become strong enough to support a space lift attached 
to the earth. Photo: HighLift Systems
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the material is structured (nanostructure). New solu-
tions in various technologies for energy, the envi-
ronment, bio and ICT often possible only through 
developing new materials with radically improved 
properties. These are currently expected to come to 
a large extent through nanostructuring. In addition, 
nanostructuring and connection of different materi-
als at the nanoscale will it itself give rise to new 
properties, some of them quite unexpected. Devel-
opment of materials and nanotechnology are thereby 
intimately linked together, and development of both 
will trigger other societal technologies [the Research 
Council of Norway �005].

Interface.and.surface.science.and.catalysis
Every material, component or object has external 
surfaces and internal interfaces. When the size goes 
down as drastically as to the nanometre scale, the 
ratio between surface area and volume becomes ex-
tremely high. The surface acquires great importance 
for nanostructured objects. The composition of, 
morphology of and defects in the surface may deter-
mine electrochemical and mechanical properties in 
catalysis, corrosion, wear resistance and energy con-
version. The surface also determines properties such 
as biocompatibility and biofouling. The implementa-
tion of N&N in new products within the thematic 
prioritised areas requires profound knowledge of 
interface and surface science, including the ability to 
design, produce, characterise and understand proper-
ties at a fundamental level. Increased understanding 
of the interfaces between inorganic, organic and bio-
logical materials are important to achieve synergy 
between material, bio and medical technology.

Catalysis is about making chemical reactions 
happen more quickly or at lower temperatures, 
which means lower energy consumption. The objec-
tive is to achieve high conversion, few by-products 
and little pollution. In biological systems enzymes 
(proteins) control the breakdown and reconstruction 
of organic molecules. They are absolutely essential 
inter alia in photosynthesis and the vital functions of 
the cells. Catalysis is used in many different tech-
nologies and processes in oil and gas conversion, 
onshore chemical industry, purification technology 
and energy technology. Use of nanotechnology will 
both improve existing catalysts, give us wholly new 
catalysts for new purposes, and open the way to ra-
tional design on the basis of atomic insight. A vision 
in catalysis research is to develop catalysts that are 
just as effective and selective as enzymes, and at the 
same time more robust.

Fundamental.physical.and.chemical.phenomena.
and.processes.at.the.nanometre.scale
The physical, chemical and mechanical properties 
of a material are dependent on the size and structure 
of the particles at the nanoscale. This is central to 
the study of fundamental phenomena and processes 
(mesoscopic physics and chemistry).

In order to study such properties at the nanoscale, 
measurements must be undertaken of individual 
particles and components, which demands advanced 
and specialised measurement technology and visu-
alisation. It is precisely at this order of magnitude 
that particles and components acquire properties 
that make nanotechnology such a powerful tool. 
Here we need the development of new theoretical 
understanding, particularly in mesoscopic physics. 
Key areas are decoherence and controllable quantum 
processes, phenomena related to special interactions, 
pressure and temperature plus self-organisation and 
complex dynamics.

BioN&N
The term “bioN&N” includes a great number of 
phenomena, methods and structures exploiting 
nanotechnology for biotechnological and medical 
applications. Examples are nanostructured implants, 
structures for cell and tissue cultivation (tissue engi-
neering) and nanomedicines. Nanoparticles are used 
as target-seeking drug vectors. Other applications 
are biosensors and various diagnostic tools. Tomor-
row’s biomatrices and “laboratories on a chip” will 
exploit nanostructured surfaces and immobilised 
biomolecules to make powerful clinical diagnoses 
and treatments. Magnetic nanoparticles can be used 
for the same purposes and also for precise imaging 
in conjunction with NMR. Biomimetic systems may 
include biomembranes and subcellular components 
that imitate their biological equivalents in cells and 
cellular communication.

Components,.systems.and.complex.processes..
exploiting.N&N
Components (devices) such as sensors, actuators and 
integrated circuits with specific functions will to an 
ever-increasing degree be used in medicine, ICT, 
electronics, safety, oil production, process control 
and industry in general. Developments have acceler-
ated in consequence of breakthroughs in microtech-
nology. In future, nanocomponents will take over as 
the active components. 
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Processes with technological steps such as sepa-
ration, membrane technology and filtration, are to a 
large extent used in the oil and gas industry, onshore 
chemical industry and energy technology. Optimi-
sation and miniaturisation of the processes will be 
considerably indebted to nanotechnology.

Fluidics is about how the flow properties of a 
liquid are affected by nanoparticles or by nanopores 
and nanochannels. Etching and lithography tech-
niques are well-suited to creating networks of chan-
nels at the micro or the nanometre scale. They can 
be used in chemical, biochemical or biological app-
lications – from tools for synthesis (nanoreactors) 
or analysis to sensor systems and energy technology 
(e.g. microreactors for portable electronics). Proper-
ties of fluids and their interactions with surfaces at 
the nanoscale are of increasing importance. 

Optics and laser technology are undergoing 
breakneck development, with ever shorter and more 
intense laser pulses. Attosecond laser sources with 
extremely short wavelengths will probably become 
established as the new microscope technology. 
Alternatively, new imaging techniques can be deve-
loped on the basis of multiphoton processes. Design 
of nanostructures with special emission and absorp-
tion properties can have significance for areas rang-
ing from sensor technology to lighting. Individual 
photons can also be used for information processing 
and transport.

Ethical,.legal.and.societal.aspects
Knowledge of how nanomaterials affect health 
and the environment is incomplete. The Research 
Council of Norway’s report on nanotechnology and 
health, the environment, ethics and society [the Re-
search Council of Norway �005(f)] points to several 
important issues with ethical, legal and societal as-
pects, including health, the environment and safety. 
Research and expertise development in this field 
is necessary if we are to understand to what extent 
and how N&N is a common good, and how it can 
be put to use safely and without harmful effects on 
health and the environment. Important research tasks 
will be studies related to the properties of materials, 
long-term effects and possible toxicity for health and 
the environment. N&N is also surrounded by many 
ethical questions, for example in connection with 
medical applications, which can be disturbing for 
and challenging to society. See also pages 16 and 17. 
Such questions should be given plenty of space in a 
unified N&N programme.

Tool.platforms

.
Synthesis,.manipulation.and.fabrication.
Oversimplifying, we might say that in order to 
discover something new, one must first make some-
thing new. This is particularly relevant in the N&N 
area. Scientists must therefore master tools for syn-
thesis of nanomaterials, nanostructured surfaces and 
nanoparticles plus fabrication of components and 
structures in which nanodimensions have a central 
place. Through network measures, different research 
teams should have access to methods and expertise 
in tools for synthesis, manipulation and fabrication. 
Some of these the activities must be carried out in 
dedicated clean rooms.

Characterisation
Advanced tools for characterisation are required to 
study static and dynamic properties (chemical, phys-
ical, mechanical and biological) at the nanometre 
scale. If the equipment does not exist in the Norwe-
gian research system (not commercially available, 
too demanding on infrastructure or too expensive), 
access should be secured via international coopera-
tion and agreements. Nationally, broad access should 
be secured through establishment of networks for 
characterisation.

Theory.and.modelling
Theory and modelling tools are an essential and in-
tegrated part of projects in N&N. Advanced comput-
ers and suitable computation software are becoming 
ever more vital. Number-crunching and graphic 
manipulation are decisive for the understanding of 
properties at the nanoscale. Access to satisfactory 
number-crunching resources is therefore neces-
sary. These can be developed with prioritised public 
instrumentalities.

Many fundamental phenomena at the nanoscale 
are still poorly understood. Development of funda-
mental understanding must thereby have a central 
place in a long-term nanoscience programme.

Objective: Relevant, competitive and available 
tools for N&N related to the thematic priority 
areas and expertise areas. 
Measures: Establishment of networks for the 
various tool platforms.
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• A focused and strategic funding of communities 
and projects of particularly high quality and any 
special resources (major projects) should be intro-
duced. 

• Two national infrastructure centres and a number 
of tool platforms should be established as part 
of networks for national infrastructure for N&N. 
These should be given long-term funding, subject 
to national coordination and obliged to offer na-
tional accessibility. 

• In order to lay the foundations for exploitation of 
N&N in industry and to support N&N within the 
thematic priority areas, industry must be given ac-
cess to national infrastructure for N&N.  

• We should invest in individual-based funding 
(international postdocs, recruitment posts, guest 
researchers, starting packages) with a view to im-
porting international impulses, building new ex-
pertise, giving young researchers better conditions 
and strengthening recruitment.

• Measures should be evaluated in order to ensure 
that the instrumentality apparatus for innovation 
and commercialisation is optimally exploited and 
contributes to encouraging good, commercialis-
able N&N ideas. 

• In order to have good continuity through the chain 
from ideas and basic research to products and 
commercialisation, there must be instrumentalities 
for applied research, both with and without com-
pany participation. We should invest in patenting 
and other safeguarding of intellectual capital as a 
basis for commercial exploitation. 

• Higher standards of expertise in research manage-
ment are expected for interdisciplinary projects 
involving both basic research and industry-related 
activity. Training facilities should be addressed 
through general measures. 

In addition to scientific content, the way in which 
the programme is organised and implemented is de-
cisive to our success in an internationally competi-
tive field with great potential for science and wealth 
creation. The strategy draws up guidelines and 
frameworks for the scientific programme, but cannot 
specify all the details. In this and the two subsequent 
sections, therefore, a model for organisation of N&N 
programme and a number of project, individual 

Instrumentalities
and infrastructure-oriented instrumentalities are 
described, together designed to ensure an efficient 
implementation of the programme.

Infrastructure.and.coordination

In the section “Coordination” on page �0 it was 
argued that investment in infrastructure, laboratories 
and instruments for N&N should be coordinated 
nationally. Important reasons for this are the high 
investment and operating costs (and thereby require-
ments for a high degree of exploitation), the need 
for well-qualified personnel and good availability 
to research and education institutions, the institute 
sector and industry.

By far the biggest current investments in N&N 
infrastructure in Norway are MiNaLab/SMN in Oslo 
and NTNU NanoLab in Trondheim. These have 
been or will be supplied with funds from the respec-
tive universities, SINTEF, the Research Council of 
Norway and the Ministries. These are investments 
in the order of magnitude of many hundred million 
kroner. The two institutions are obvious candidates 
to be assigned a role as national infrastructure 
centres for N&N. Since such a role demands that the 
laboratories be made generally available, we cannot, 
without any dialogue with the responsible institu-
tions, propose that these be designated to perform 
national missions. It is therefore proposed that the 
Research Council be commissioned to coordinate 
the initiation of such centres under current guide-
lines. The national resource role of these centres 
involves a number of demands made on the host 
institutions: 
• The allocation shall make it possible to offer ac-

cess to the infrastructure for a small fee.
• The allocation of user time shall be on the basis of 

applications and quality evaluations.

Objective: To use established and new infra-
structure facilities as national resources with 
a high degree of accessibility for N&N. High de-
gree of scientific and methodological knowledge 
in generic N&N fields.
Measures: To establish two laboratories as 
national infrastructure centres for N&N.  
Identify and develop a number of tool platforms 
based upon their in special advantages within 
niches for the scientific host communities, and 
organise these in networks.
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• The infrastructure shall be operated and maintained 
in such a way that external users gain access to 
optimally-run laboratories with personnel who will 
assist in the experiments and who possess a high 
degree of methodological expertise. 

• The laboratories shall be really available for others 
than the host institution. The national resource sta-
tus presupposes that external use exceeds a certain 
operational percentage. 

• Practical resources for visiting researchers must be 
made available.

• The laboratories should be stimulated to research 
of both an applied and a basic character, and equip-
ment should be available that can bring (basic) 
research up to demonstration level.

• An effort should be made to ensure that the labora-
tories are complementary.

In return, the laboratories are offered predictability 
and funds that enable good and sound operation:

• They should be promised long-term funding of 
operation and renewal of the laboratories.

• They should be promised long-term funding of es-
sential technical personnel and any methodological 
specialists.

In addition to the two above-mentioned resource 
centres, several institutions possess highly-quali-
fied laboratories and high-level expertise in niche 
areas, but on a considerably smaller scale than the 
operations in Oslo and Trondheim (see Appendix 1). 
Since N&N is an important and growing field, it is 
important to offer a good and suitable instrumental-
ity apparatus for the rather smaller N&N players, 
not least in order to secure recruitment and local ex-
pertise. The way is therefore opened for nationally-
coordinated tool platforms. These should be estab-
lished on the basis of open calls for proposals, with 
scientific quality and methodology as the decisive 
criteria. If the scope or needs make it appropriate, 
it should subsequently be considered whether these 
should be given status as national centres. The pre-
condition for establishing new activities is that there 
is a great need or demand for services that are not 
met by existing facilities. Detailed decisions should 
be made on the basis of the proposed coordination 
and call-for-proposals process led by the Research 
Council of Norway.

It is proposed that the national infrastructure 
centres and the tool platforms be organised as a 
network, in which users are registered and apply for 
user time at the different facilities. Allocation of user 
time is in accordance with an external quality evalu-

ations subsequent to applications.

In some cases it will be natural to collaborate 
with other programmes, for example FUGE, on in-
frastructure or equipment. The initiative for this and 
the organisation of the collaboration shall be done 
by the Research Council of Norway.

Major.projects.and.strong.research.
communities

 
Given the high degree of interdisciplinarity in N&N 
and the desire to achieve synergy between long-term 
basic research and applied/ industrially-oriented 
research, in the section “Coordination” on page �0 
it was recommended that we create scientifically 
strong, robust communities with the capacity to con-
duct long-term basic research, applied research and 
industrial cooperation in one and the same milieu. 
The working party therefore proposes that a substan-
tial share of the resources be spent on major projects 
that can create strong, robust research communities 
with a sufficient critical mass to undertake such 
simultaneous tasks. This may be local milieus that 

Objective: To develop research communities 
that can assert themselves internationally.
Measures: Focused and strategic funding 
of projects and communities that distinguish 
themselves by a particularly high expertise and 
quality.

INSIGHT INTO NANOTECHNOLOGY: Advanced 
laboratories enable new knowledge of materials’ 
properties. Photo: NTNU
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Individual-based.instrumentalities

Human capital is vital to the development of new 
research areas. Students and young researchers feel 
attracted to N&N, and it is essential to offer them 
resources and tenure tracks. At the same time, it may 
be necessary to import the relevant expertise from 
abroad so as rapidly to be able to develop robust 
activity around the prioritised areas. Development 
of cutting-edge expertise in prioritised areas must 
be balanced against any needs to open up new areas 
of N&N. For these purposes the following measures 
are proposed:
• International postdoc.fellowships. These should 

preferably be used for research visits at the top 
research institutions abroad, the objective being to 
bring home valuable knowledge.

• Recruitment.posts for young researchers shall 
make it attractive to come home from international 
research visits. We must facilitate appointments 
that help to make tenure tracks visible and thereby 
enhance recruitment.

• Attractive.funding.of guest researchers and a 
good research milieu should be deliberately used 
to attract competent researchers for longer or shor-
ter stays at Norwegian institutions.

• In order to attract top researchers from abroad to 
new, permanent posts in Norway, we propose to 
introduce external funding of starting.packages 
for outstanding new researchers.

It is a major challenge to ensure that scientific qual-
ity, competitive infrastructure and instrumentation, 
good opportunities for external funding and a good 
milieu, make Norwegian universities attractive.

are big enough in themselves, and when supplied 
with funds achieve a robust size. It may also be axes 
or alliances that by combining can meet the require-
ments of a strong research community.

Many possible balances between basic and  
applied research can be envisaged in such projects, 
depending on the degree of industrial maturity and 
applicability of research. Individual projects can 
be very fundamental whereas others may have a 
much higher degree of applied research and industry 
participation. Major projects may be found within 
both expertise areas and thematic priority areas. 
Such projects and communities will be important 
resources for education on different levels.

A precondition for robust communities is 
long-term.and.predictable.funding. From being 
extremely application and evaluation-based, it is 
therefore recommended that some of the funding be 
strategic, with evaluations on the basis of results. 
Scientific milieus with strategic funding will be 
required to meet a set of criteria in the course of a 
stipulated time:
• The research is of a high international quality  

(as measured on standard criteria).
• The milieu has activities in basic research.
• The milieu has clear elements of application of 

results and innovation, for example via collabora-
tion with industry, patenting of research results or 
start-up of companies.

• Activities in ethical, legal and societal aspects, 
including health, the environment and safety, are 
integrated into the milieu.

It will also be natural for the milieu to participate 
actively in tuition and international cooperation.

On the basis of objective criteria for quality and 
performance appraisal, the strategic funding of ma-
jor projects should.be.increased.or.reduced at reg-
ular intervals. These are partly standardised scientif-
ic criteria (publications, citations, invited lectures), 
partly innovation-relevant criteria (patents, start-ups, 
industrial cooperation). Major projects must always 
be appraised by independent international expertise 
that considers quality and target achievement, both 
on start-up and in the follow-up phase.

Objective: Preparedness and capacity for 
research dynamic through drawing on inter-
national trends and expertise. Recruitment of 
outstanding students and researchers.
Measures: Special focus on individual-based 
funding: international postdocs, recruitment 
posts, guest researchers plus starting packages 
for young researchers.
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Innovation.and.industrial..
development

In N&N there can be very short and very long 
time-scales from fundamental research to innova-
tion. This makes big demands on the instrumentality 
apparatus.

Parts of N&N research are oriented towards 
nationally prioritised areas in which the potential for 
innovation is great. Radical technological break-
throughs may form the basis for large-scale new 
wealth creation. This requires expertise and con-
sciousness-raising in the instrumentality apparatus 
and industry, and the will to invest heavily in niche 
opportunities. 

N&N is already integrated into parts of indus-
try through processes and products (mechanical 
strength, wear resistance, barrier properties, con-
trast agents, sensor materials, microsilica etc.), but 
technology development has not been founded on 
fundamental, conscious N&N. Industry must be in-
vited to collaborate regarding N&N areas, so that it 
can strengthen its own expertise and set up projects 
with scientific partners. Contrariwise, in some cases 
it may be natural for industry to invite the collabora-
tion and make its resources available. 

It is assumed that funding will generally go 
through the usual channels for user-managed re-
search, such as user-managed innovation projects in 
e.g. BIA, SkatteFUNN and in a new N&N pro-
gramme. In addition, an industrial component will 
be supported via major projects as proposed in this 
strategy.

The big industrial nations and many big compa-
nies are extremely active in patenting. This can  

Objective: Increased innovation, increased 
wealth creation in existing industry, and start-
ups on the basis of N&N.
Measures:.To facilitate the optimal exploitation 
of the instrumentality apparatus for innovation 
and commercialisation. To introduce instrumen-
talities for applied research with and without 
industrial participation. To focus on patenting as 
a basis for commercial exploitation. Actively to 
work on the creation of meeting-places between 
industry and academia.

block Norwegian commercial investment and 
exploitation. It is important to get our own patents 
in the areas where we are endeavouring to lead the 
pack. 

In order to facilitate enhanced cooperation be-
tween academia and existing industry, it is proposed 
to make N&N laboratories and heavy infrastructure 
available to industry on the basis of rules for free 
competition. This will effectively allow for new 
N&N products from established industry and create 
an important basis for the establishment of new 
companies.

N&N will be the origin of a number of new, 
commercialisable products. To a large extent these 
will emerge out of institutions with heavy activity 
in the field. These institutions already have a system 
for commercialisation. However, instrumentalities 
for verification, product development and start-up 
of new SMBs, probably over and above what is 
available today, will also be important. If institutions 
are to be able to a greater extent to follow ideas and 
products towards commercialisation, instrumentali-
ties should be created for applied research without 
necessarily requiring company participation. That 
is, establishing supplements to present-day schemes 
that require company participation (KMB and BIP). 
These must also be reconciled with the rules for free 
competition.

Another instrumentality for existing SMBs is to 
offer external assistance in identifying and concretis-
ing N&N opportunities and ideas that will give the 
companies new innovation capability.

Research.management

 
The proposed major projects involve a need for a 
new type research management for inter-disciplin-
ary projects, with the capability to develop synergy 
between fundamental and applied research, includ-
ing innovation and contact with industry.

Objective: A high degree of expertise in re-
search management of interdisciplinary projects 
and projects in which both basic research and 
industry-related research are included.
Measures: Offer of training in research  
management. To be addressed through  
general measures.
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The responsibility for scientific management 
should primarily lie with the institutions. The Re-
search Council of Norway should supplement this 
with an offer of training in research management. 
This may include project management and project 
budgeting, personnel responsibility, knowledge 
of the EU system, media training, research ethics, 
research policy and research funding, negotiation 
 expertise, knowledge of intangible rights (IPR), 

start-up of companies and growth investments  
(venture capital).

In order to strengthen the role of research manager 
in N&N, it is proposed to create meeting-places for 
research managers under the aegis of the Research 
Council of Norway, for example in connection with 
scientific conferences.

Organisation.of.the.priorities
• A focused and long-term (at least 10 years from 

2007) N&N programme should be established.  
Research in the field of N&N should be funded 
via existing programmes for the thematic priority 
areas and through a focused “New Nano Pro-
gramme”.

The model in the figure below has similarities with 
the NMP programme in the EU’s sixth framework 
programme (thematic priority area �; Nanotechnolo-
gies and nano-sciences, knowledge-based multi-
functional materials and new production processes 
and devices). It differs from the NMP programme 
by having a greater focus on basic research. This is 
natural and essential since the basic research com-
ponent of N&N in the EU is to a large extent left to 
national research councils.

The working party has considered whether it 
would be expedient to propose the establishment 
of a pure N&N programme, or a broad spreading 
of resources over various instrumentalities and 
programmes, with or without a coordinating respon-
sibility assigned to one of the programmes. The 
main argument for not establishing a separate N&N 
programme is that N&N borders on and includes so 
many different disciplines, technologies and applica-

Objective: A long-term, focused investment 
in N&N shall provide an expertise basis for 
increased and new Norwegian wealth creation 
based on N&N.
Measures: To establish a coordinated and long-
term (at least 10 years from �007) programme 
with its point of departure in a “New Nano 
Programme”, which shall interact with instru-
mentalities for nationally prioritised thematic 
and technological investment.

tions that natural demarcations, for example against 
functional materials or microtechnology, will be 
difficult to find. Instead, the Norwegian investment 
in N&N, as in the EU, should be made as part of 
a broader technology programme with a focus on 
expertise areas. Funds are allocated, and if necessary 
coordinated, through the calls for proposals, with 
N&N funding of thematic prioritised areas (applica-
tions). The model corresponds to the focused invest-
ment model described in “Coordination” on page �0, 
that is, that Norwegian N&N is funded both through 
a program with expertise responsibility for N&N 
and by instrumentalities oriented towards the nation-
al thematic priority areas. The current NANOMAT 
programme is considered to be a good candidate for 
extension in the direction of a broader technology 
programme. In this way we can directly draw on the 
expertise that has already been developed within the 
materials area that is so important for N&N. It also 
contributes to visibility.

Since the proposed organisation of the pro-
gramme differs from NANOMAT’s in several key 
areas, we will here call the new programme, which 
includes N&N, materials and integration, by the 
name of “New.Nano.Programme”. It is proposed 
that this programme have the funding responsibility 
for infrastructure and expertise areas in N&N, and 
for relevant curiosity-driven research. The pro-
gramme shall in addition fund fundamental research 
within the thematically prioritised areas, through 
major projects and through current application 
types in the Research Council of Norway. This will 
mean a growing share of user-managed innovation 
projects.

The programme must be long-term if there is to 
be realism in the visions of a basis for new wealth 
creation and in order to secure predictable condi-
tions for the national infrastructure centres. It is 
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recommended that the programme last at least from 
�007 to �016, and that a continuation be considered 
and if necessary planned in good time before the 
period is over.

The N&N programme must have optimal inter-
faces with associated technology areas, particularly 
those that have been important pillars in NANO-
MAT. The working party strongly recommends that 
the “New Nano Programme” also include materials 
research that cannot in itself be described as quite 
being N&N, and that integration of nanotechnologi-
cal components be given a more visible place than 
today. “Integration” is important in order to address 
research challenges so as to make use of funda-
mental results. To a large extent this is a matter of 
methods for integration of new generations of func-
tional, smart materials that interact with the outside 
world. These may be sensors, actuators, electronic, 
optical and biomedical components. The Research 
Council of Norway may also consider whether the 
“New Nano Programme” is to incorporate materials 
and methodological elements of microtechnology 
that are currently not covered by the focused ICT 
programme VERDIKT. Nor does this programme 
include N&N for ICT.

N&N must also be developed with an optimal 
mixture and collaboration between purely basic and 

applied research. The distance 
may be short from methodological 
development and curiosity-driven 
research to technological develop-
ment and practical applications. It 
is necessary to ensure considerable 
and permanent knowledge-driven 
(basic) research. An open interface 
between science and technolo-
gy is demanded to trigger new 
opportunities for wealth creation. 
This presupposes interaction with 
product development and commer-
cialisation.

The proposed division of 
labour between the “New Nano 
Programme” and the thematic/
technological instrumentalities in 
the Research Council of Norway 
makes coordination of the invest-
ment extremely necessary. It is 
proposed that responsibility for 
the coordination be entrusted to 

the “New Nano Programme”, since it will be getting 
the responsibility for expertise areas, tool platforms 
and infrastructure. As with the recommendations 
from the Foresight report, it is recommended that the 
Research Council establish a coordination group for 
N&N (and materials technology) across division and 
programme boundaries.

N&N represents a new technological dimension 
with great potential for radical development in dis-
ciplines and key societal technologies and thereby 
wealth creation. It is therefore of great importance to 
facilitate an optimal development of the field in Nor-
way, particularly because of the resource situation 
and the strong international competition. It should 
therefore be considered whether in the long term 
a national.council should be created, anchored in 
the Ministries, for coordination of N&N in Norway, 
somewhat similar to what exists for the hydrogen 
area. 

It is proposed that N&N for nationally prioritised 
thematic and technological areas be implemented 
through established instrumentalities. It is also rec-
ommended here at N&N and new materials be seen 
in close proximity. The “New Nano Programme” 
will have basic activities oriented towards the 
thematic priority areas, and it is proposed that it be 
assigned a paramount coordinating.responsibility. 

Suggested organization of research into nanoS&T in Norway
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If suitable programmes that can host N&N oriented 
towards thematic and technology areas in the White 
Paper on Research do not exist, the responsibility 
and resources for this research should also be vested 
in the “New Nano Programme”.

Should NANOMAT be given the role of the 
“New Nano Programme”, the organisation of the 
programme, including Board representation, must 
be carefully reviewed and adapted to the new and 
demanding assignments.

It is emphasised that an investment in N&N must 
not occur at the expense of associated areas, for 
example other materials research, physics or chem-
istry, which forms a basis for N&N. Existing, good 
communities in these subjects neither can nor should 
be expected to develop new N&N activity without 
the injection of new resources, from both external 
and internal sources.

“New nano program” will support research within 
nanoS&T (inner circle) and other topics (not shown 
in the figure.) NanoS&T is also supported by other 
programmes/activities in the Norwegian Research 
Council (within the outer circle). Significant parts of 
the activities financed by the New nano program will 
thus support the Norwegian thematic priorities.
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Interaction.between.different.players
• International networks must be strengthened 

through network-building funds. 

• Education and researcher training in N&N must be 
further developed in order to secure access to stu-
dents and researchers. Measures for international 
recruitment must be considered, particularly in 
order to satisfy needs in the short run. 

• N&N should become part of a national dissemina-
tion strategy. 

• Ethical, legal and societal issues (ELSA), includ-
ing health, the environment and safety, should be 
addressed through integration of such issues into 
relevant projects (for example major projects), 
through the infrastructure centres and through 
special calls for proposals oriented towards ELSA. 
Research should be coordinated with correspond-
ing initiatives in other fields by the Research 
Council of Norway.

This chapter points to other key aspects of a success-
ful N&N programme, particularly associated with 
international cooperation, innovation and industrial 
development, education and recruitment, dissemina-
tion, and ethical, legal and societal factors.

International.cooperation

 
Internationally speaking, investment in N&N and 
associated areas is on a very large scale. Norway has 
limited resources for research and infrastructure, and 
will probably account for less than 1% of interna-
tional knowledge acquisition. International coopera-
tion is essential; both in order to secure Norwegian 
research communities access to advanced equip-

Objective: Close interaction between Norwe-
gian and foreign research communities in N&N.
Measures: Funds for international network-
building
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ment, new research ideas and participation in big 
international projects, and also so that Norwegian 
industry shall be able to inform itself and exploit 
new results.

The proposed N&N programme will lay a 
wholly necessary foundation for Norwegian scien-
tific milieus being seen as partners in collaborative 
international projects. In addition, we must stimulate 
international research collaboration. In the foregoing 
we have proposed measures on an individual level. 
More concrete resources should be assigned to bilat-
eral collaborative projects that the research institu-
tions have set up with leading institutions abroad. 
International contacts on an individual level should 
moreover be encouraged, for example via increased 
funding for participation in international seminars 
and conferences.

The most important arena for international 
networks and collaborative projects is the EU’s.
framework programme. For fundamental research, 
development and industrialisation of N&N alike, it 
is necessary that the institutions and the companies 
participate in networks, researcher exchange and 
projects under EU direction. The Research Council 
of Norway must strengthen measures such as advi-
sory services, support for partner-seeking, dialogue 
meetings, funding for positioning (PES), the co-
funding scheme (SAM-EU) and the Brussels office. 
Most important of all, however, is that the scientific 
milieus be sufficiently robust and competent to 
undertake assignments as partners and preferably 
coordinators. It is natural that the initiative be taken 
to create national fora that reflect the European tech-
nology platforms (ETP) in which N&N has a central 
place, inter alia ENIAC (nanoelectronics), Nano-
Medicine, EuMaT (Advanced Engineering Materials 
and Technologies) and the “Hydrogen and Fuel Cells 
Technology Platform”. Research institutions should 
be stimulated to helping Norwegian industry to 
participate in activities within the EU’s framework 
programme wherever N&N is a topic. This is in line 
with the proposal in the section on major projects. 

Norwegian research communities must continue 
to be ensured access to big experimental installati-
ons (Large Scale Facilities), including synchrotron 
radiation (hard and soft x-rays) and neutron radia- 
tion.

Objective: Attractive educational facilities 
that draw in and supply a satisfactory number 
of good candidates for research, industry and 
society.
Measures:.To develop and refine attractive 
educational tracks in N&N.

Education.and.recruitment

Recruitment of Norwegian students to the Ph.D. 
course and candidates to postdoc positions in the 
relevant subjects is currently not very satisfactory. 
Thus it will continue to be for the foreseeable future, 
that is, over five years, on account of study choices 
already made. This will be a major challenge for 
how N&N is to benefit Norwegian society and in-
dustrial development. 

In order to meet the challenge, the working party 
recommends a twofold approach: in the short run 
a strategy should be developed to import.skilled.
candidates from other countries. These may be 
master’s students from the EU, whereas Ph.D. and 
postdoc candidates must probably to a large extent 
be fetched from outside Western Europe. In order to 
attract the best candidates, it is recommended that 
the Research Council of Norway create the basis for 
an offensive recruitment policy vis-à-vis the rest of 
Europe and Asia through specific cooperation agree-
ments at a national level with leading universities 
and research institutions.

In the long term this is not a tenable situation. It 
is very positive that Norwegian universities are now 
creating attractive educational.tracks.in.N&N. The 
number of applications to the NTNU’s course in 
nanotechnology in �006 was most encouraging, and 
in accordance with the prophecies that N&N can be-
come tomorrow’s recruitment argument for science 
subjects, just like space travel was back in the 1960s 
and 70s [The Research Council of Norway �005]. 
The effect of the work on constructing educational 
tracks in the field of N&N in Norway will not, how-
ever, be seen until Ph.D. level in five to eight years, 
and at postdoc level three years after that. 

In general it is absolutely essential, for N&N 
too, to enhance the recruitment basis for science 
subjects in the university and college sector through 
targeted measures at all levels of the school system, 
confer the recommendations in the NMT report [the 
Research Council of Norway �006]. This involves a 
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broad spectrum of high-quality educational facilities 
in the traditional disciplines (mathematics, physics, 
chemistry, biology).

N&N at the scientific institutions should to a 
large extent be managed and conducted by personnel 
with a deep insight into the discipline. This dictates 
the recruitment of younger researchers to leading 
posts, whereas established researchers to a certain 
extent will cover interfaces with existing expertise 
and technology. Restructuring and new recruitment 
is important for a successful, long-term implementa-
tion of N&N in Norway.

Dissemination.and.dialogue

The population’s knowledge of N&N is extremely 
uneven, and much of it is derived from science 
fiction or doomsday prophecies. It is important to 
avoid a polarisation of the debate about N&N, since 
this can make it difficult or impossible to introduce 
new technology, irrespective of the benefits to soci-
ety. A good dissemination strategy will also improve 
recruitment to the natural sciences, and make it eas-
ier to get industry to play along. Moreover, a good 
dialogue with the population will clarify a number 
of the ethical and societal aspects of N&N.

It is therefore recommended that the Research 
Council of Norway create a national dissemina-
tion.strategy for science subjects and technology. 
The purpose of this will be to provide a balanced 
picture of the opportunities and challenges facing us 
when introducing nano-products into society. This 
demands contributions from researchers and ex-
perts both from the technological milieus and from 
the ethical and social-science milieus available in 
Norway. An important point is to create contacts in 
the mass media. In addition, it may be sensible to 
involve laypeople as soon as possible, both in order 
to inform and to obtain impartial feedback from the 
general public.

Objective:.To give the population a balanced 
picture of the opportunities, challenges and any 
risks involved in N&N.
Measures: N&N should be part of a national 
dissemination strategy for science subjects and 
technology.

Objective:.To secure an ethical, legal and so-
cially sound development of N&N.
Measures: Integration of ethical, legal and soci-
etal issues into the relevant projects and centres. 
Coordination of research in this field with cor-
responding initiatives elsewhere in the Research 
Council of Norway.

Ethical,.legal.and.societal.aspects

The ethical, legal and societal challenges (ELSA), 
including health, the environment and safety, as 
described on pages 16 and 17, must be followed up 
on all levels of the programme. Even today, such 
aspects of a project have been considered at the time 
of the application, but this is rarely followed up by 
concrete investigations or independent assessments 
of risk, toxicology etc. Such follow-ups and regular 
implementation of risk assessments must become 
a part of the projects wherever relevant, and be 
reported on the same basis as other results. It is par-
ticularly important in the development of commer-
cial products. The strategy proposes that expertise in 
ethical, legal and societal aspects of N&N be related 
to the national infrastructure centres for N&N.

It is necessary to increase the general expertise 
in this field; both in order to be better equipped 
when technologies are introduced, and in other to be 
able to act proactively vis-à-vis concrete projects or 
product ideas. Proposals for pure projects in ELSA 
should therefore be called for.

The Research Council of Norway should coordi-
nate scientific activity in ethical, legal and societal 
aspects with similar activities in associated areas, 
primarily biotechnology and ICT. They can lead to a 
national.centre for such expertise. The centre will 
be able to coordinate research around materials and 
technologies in which Norwegian scientific milieus 
have advantages, and assist in research and report-
ing tasks for the public administration and industry. 
It can also help with dissemination on ethical and 
socially-relevant aspects to researchers, the public 
administration, industry and laypeople.
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Budgetary.proposals
• Recommended overall framework for N&N: NOK 

140 million in 2007, steadily increasing to NOK 
280 million in 2016. 

• 70–80% of the total funds for N&N shall be chan-
nelled through the New Nano Programme, the re-
mainder through other existing instrumentalities. 

The working party recommends a significant and 
long-term investment in N&N. This may become an 
important research element in the work of attaining 
the national goal of assigning �% of GNP to re-
search. In the long run N&N is expected to stimulate 
industry’s investment in R&D, which is important if 
we are to achieve our paramount national research 
targets. In the consultation document for the national 
MNT strategy, it is recommended that Norwegian 
central government take the lead through strength-
ening the public appropriations for cutting-edge 
research in the MNT subjects. The working party’s 
recommendations are further supported by the 
Research Council of Norway’s Foresight study on 
materials and nanotechnology from �005 [Research 
Council of Norway �005]. This recommends that 
“NANOMAT shall be the Research Council of Nor-
way’s main programme in the next few years within 
nanotechnology, functional and new materials” and 
this investment in materials and nanotechnology 
should be increased from NOK �00 million in �004 
to NOK 600 million in �010, of which the escalation 
under the aegis of NANOMAT is from NOK 150 
million in �007 to NOK �50 million in �010.

The working party finds the recommendations 
in the Foresight study realistic.and.essential. An 
overall framework for national investment in N&N 
through the Research Council of Norway of NOK 
140 million in �007 is thus proposed, steadily 
increasing in a development phase to NOK �50 
million from and including 2011 (to be inflation-
adjusted). It should be clearly signalled that the 
investment is long-term, with a duration of at least 
ten years from �007. It seems very probable that 
the programme ought to be continued also after that 
time, with undiminished or increasing vigour.

The figures in the table are broken down by areas 
and measures by the best-estimate method. The 
exact dimensioning should be undertaken by the Re-
search Council of Norway on the basis of strategic 
decisions, quality assessments etc. The figures in the 
table reflect prioritisations undertaken in the strategy 
work, and indicate the desired levels for the different 
instrumentalities.

The.investment.requirement for N&N tools 
is extremely high, despite the fact that the research 
institutions have undertaken considerable prioritisa-
tions vis-à-vis N&N. This applies to new, dedicated 
equipment, capacity development to meet national 
need and after each renewal. The working party 
proposes that NOK 50 million a year be allocated in 
the development phase, falling to NOK 40 million 
a year in �016. The depreciation period for some of 
the equipment is short, which necessitates consider-
able funds for renewal.

If we are to grant funds that ensure the research-
ers access to advanced equipment and services at the 
national infrastructure centres and the tool plat-
forms, the measures must be organised and coordi-
nated. It is here assumed that the costs of general 
operation of the infrastructure centres be covered 
through other support measures, either from the Re-
search Council of Norway or separate contributions.

 
 The working party is aware of processes to 
clarify operational.support to the heaviest labora-
tories for their availability. In this budget a certain 

Suggested budget for nanoS&T. Numbers for 2007-
2011 include earmarked grants for nanoS&T outside 
the New nano program (relevant for the thematic 
areas in the upper four rows) - this will not be 
possible in a no growth-scenario. Activities financed 
by “New nano program” outside the nanoS&T 
field (appr. 50 MNOK/year) are not included in the 
table. Funding for availability should be used by 
the national centres for infrastructure. Investments 
include funding for renewal and purchase of new 
scientific equipment for nanS&T (particularly tool 
platforms.) 

Suggested budget for nanoS&T

MNOK/year No
growth 2007 2016

17 57

48

30

6

69

30

40

280

14

9

2

Areas of
competence 8 28 62

20

50

140

6

4

3

0

Availability 10 25

Investments 0 45

Sum 31 250

2011

Energy 48

ICT 40

Bio-nanoS&T 25

Sea/food 5
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escalation is proposed, from NOK �0 to �0 million 
a year, partly because of increased investments that 
have already been made, partly increased demand 
from research communities and industry. The figure 
must be revised if the number of national centres/
platforms is increased.

It is proposed to increase the share of project 
funds (the total of thematic priority areas and exper-
tise areas) from approximately 50% in 2007 to ap-
proximately 75% in 2016 in line with the escalation. 
The distribution between the thematic priority areas 
in the budget is on the basis of evaluations of how 
Norway can best succeed, scientifically and innova-
tion-wise. The distribution has been held constant 
in the budget proposal. There is a need for revisions 
over time on the basis of evaluations of quality, 
results and opportunities.

Project funds for thematic priority areas and 
expertise areas can be classified by type of instru-
mentality: major projects, “normal” projects and 
individual finance. It is proposed that the relative 
distribution in percent be �5/45/�0 in �007, adjusted 
to 50/35/15 in 2016. This means for example three 
major projects at NOK 8 million in �007, and 11 at 
NOK 10 million in �016. The share of innovation 
projects among these is expected to increase succes-
sively. 

The working party proposes that approximately 
70–80% of the funds for N&N be channelled 
through the New Nano Programme. The other funds 
earmarked for N&N should be distributed through 
other instrumentalities of the Research Council of 
Norway. It is emphasised that the funds earmarked 
for nanotechnology for thematic projects in the other 
programmes and instrumentalities must be fresh, 
so that N&N does not displace prioritised thematic 
research. There is a need for paramount coordination 
of N&N for thematic priority areas. It is proposed 
that the responsibility for this be assigned to the 
“New Nano Programme” (see page �6).

It is emphasised that the N&N investment must 
be made with fresh funding, so that research that 
forms the basis of the investment (functional materi-

als, biotechnology, the basic disciplines, thematic 
priority areas, etc.) is not weakened.

Even if it lies outside the working party’s terms 
of reference, we would here point out the import-
ance of increasing the general appropriations for 
materials.research in line with the Foresight 
study’s recommendations [Research Council of 
Norway �005]. This will have a positive effect on 
N&N and a great number of other areas, particularly 
the thematic.

As discussed on page �6, it is recommended that 
the New Nano Programme be given responsibility 
for parts of the materials field and integration. It is 
recommended that the Research Council of Norway 
consider stepping up these fields in connection with 
the implementation of the N&N programme. The 
budget for the New Nano Programme will, with the 
proposed investment in N&N and a continuation of 
the present-day level of other materials research, 
increase from approximately NOK 160 million in 
�007 to NOK �50 million in �016.

N&N is currently funded to a great degree via 
the research institutions’ own budgets, to a certain 
extent this applies to industry as well. It is expected 
that this funding will continue on at least the pres-
ent-day level. This involves considerable own  
contributions to the public N&N programme. 

The.zero-growth.budget has been prepared on 
the basis of the current budget for NANOMAT. This 
has no room for funds for the thematic priority areas 
over and above what is assigned to the New Nano 
Programme. The opportunity for prioritisation, co-
ordination, expertise and methodology is extremely 
limited. A certain effect can be achieved by de-pri-
oritisation of funds for Ocean/Food. There will be 
no room for new investments, which will mean that 
big investments that have already been made, will 
be poorly exploited. Available funds are so marginal 
that it is doubtful whether it will be possible to esta-
blish national infrastructure centres. There will be no 
room for major projects. 
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Advice.to.various.players
Advice.to.the.Research.Council.of.
Norway
The working party has concluded that a focused 
model (page ��) is the most suitable for programmes 
in the Research Council of Norway and makes the 
following recommendations and suggestions:

• N&N for the thematic priority areas specified in 
this report, should be strengthened with fresh, ear-
marked funds for N&N directed towards the exist-
ing instrumentalities for these areas.

• At the same time, a research council programme 
for N&N, materials and integration should be cre-
ated. This programme should also be responsible 
for coordination of N&N in the Research Council 
of Norway. It is regarded as most natural that the 
new programme be an expanded and strengthened 
version of NANOMAT (“New Nano Programme”). 

This will mean tangible changes to NANOMAT.

• The organisation of, including Board representa-
tion in, this programme should be reviewed.

• A coordination group for N&N should be estab-
lished, and be led by New Nano Programme.

N&N is a new field with a long time perspective. 

• The programme must be long-term and last at least 
ten years from 2007. 

Prioritised instrumentalities to implement the  
strategy:

• Focused and strategic funding of major projects 
and communities that distinguish themselves by 
particularly high quality and that are working in 
basic research, more applied research and innova-
tion simultaneously.

• Securing of long-term and predictable funding 
of procurement, renewal and operation of heavy 
scientific equipment for N&N and for customised 
niche laboratories for the thematic priority areas. 
The operational grants must also be dimensioned 
so that industrial companies and particularly start-
ups can make use of the infrastructure and the 
laboratories.

• Investment in individual-based funding, particu-
larly directed at young researchers (international 
postdocs with repatriation contributions, recruit-
ment posts, guest researchers, starting packages), 
in order to secure recruitment and international 
contacts.

• Introduction of new instrumentalities for innova-
tion at the R&D institutions that promote collabo-
ration with existing industry or lead to the estab-
lishment of new industry.

• Over time, strengthening of the funding of user-
managed innovation projects.

There is a growing need for research management 
in both the field of N&N and similar fields. Manag-
ing major projects or interdisciplinary projects that 
contain components such as basic research, innova-
tion, collaboration with industry etc., demand a form 
for management in which there is little expertise at 
the institutions today. 

• The Research Council of Norway should initiate or 
further develop offers of training in research man-
agement that can be offered to researchers in the 
field of N&N and other areas with corresponding 
requirements.

In order to secure a high quality in the programme, 
evaluation is important.

• The implementation of the strategy should be 
evaluated after three to five years, thereafter con-
currently. Such evaluation should be undertaken by 
an impartial, international committee. The targets 
for follow-up shall be standardised measures for 
scientific quality (publications, citations, invited 
lectures, candidates) and for industrial develop-
ment and innovation (patents, start-ups, industrial 
cooperation). The first evaluation should consider 
to what extent the strategy has gotten off the 
ground, later on, what has been produced should 
be evaluated. 

Dissemination of results and dialogue with the 
population is vital to the creation of support for the 
programme and ensuring a sound development of 
the field. 

• The Research Council of Norway should create a 
national strategy for dissemination of N&N and 
similar disciplines.
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It will be expedient to work more intensively on the 
innovation aspect.

• The national strategy for N&N should therefore  
be followed up with a separate innovation plan  
for the thematic priority areas, in which leading  
national companies should be invited to help 
formulate the plans.

.
Advice.to.the.university,.college.and..
institute.sector
The importance of N&N is expected to increase in 
the coming years, and will affect the development of 
disciplines and interdisciplinary technologies. The 
working party has the following recommendations 
and suggestions: 

• Take steps at this early stage in order to be able 
to exploit the expected development in the field of 
N&N so as positively to support new knowledge 
and new opportunities in disciplines, technologies 
and applied research.

• N&N represents a new developmental stage of 
interdisciplinary research. This offers new oppor-
tunities, but at the same time demands restructur-
ing and the ability to develop interfaces between 
traditional disciplines and technologies. This de-
mands awareness and facilitation.

• International competitiveness in N&N, both scien-
tifically and as regards innovation, demands a very 
high professional quality. It is recommended that 
we create favourable conditions for the develop-
ment of cutting-edge scientific communities based 
on advantages at the institutions, plus national 
network-building. 

Thoroughly adequate operation, maintenance and 
renewal of the big experimental installations and 
heavy equipment are crucial to the positive de-
velopment of N&N. The investments are often so 
expensive that coordination of N&N infrastructure 
becomes necessary. 

• The institutions should take responsibility for cer-
tain parts of the heavy infrastructure for N&N. The 
division of responsibility for operation of, mainte-
nance of, access to and renewal of such installa-
tions must be clarified between the institutions and 
the Research Council of Norway.

If we are to secure future expertise, it is essential 
to strengthen the educational facilities in N&N. It 
is also essential to find measures that contribute to 
securing recruitment to master’s, Ph.D. and postdoc 
levels.

• The biggest educational institutions should develop 
and refine study programmes in N&N. It should be 
considered whether gains can be achieved through 
national coordination. Active involvement in the 
EU’s master programmes should be evaluated as a 
new avenue of recruitment for Ph.D. students. 

Activities in the ethical, legal and societal aspects 
(ELSA) of N&N, including health, the environment 
and safety, should be seen in connection with other 
technology areas such as ICT, biotechnology and 
cognitive research. 

• Activities in ELSA should be established, in part 
integrated into the rest of the activities. Collabora-
tion with groups doing research in these topics in 
other technology areas should be strengthened. 

.
Advice.to.the.Ministries
In �005 the Research Council of Norway’s overall 
programme in new materials and N&N came to 
approximately NOK 140 million, of which NANO-
MAT managed NOK 65 million. Of this again, the 
share of N&N was NOK �0–50 million, of which 
NOK �0–�5 million via NANOMAT. The Foresight 
project “Advanced Materials Norway �0�0” has 
made visible how new materials and N&N can trig-
ger new science, progress in a number of societal 
technologies and thereby innovation. This being 
so, a drastic increase in the framework for such 
research is recommended. These recommendations 
are entirely in line with the central role now played 
by new materials and N&N in the EU’s research 
programmes.

In order to exploit future progress consequent on 
N&N and its interdisciplinary penetration of dis-
ciplines and other technologies, the working party 
recommends:

• An overall financial framework for the investment 
in the field of N&N of NOK 140 million a year 
from 2007, steadily increasing to NOK 250 mil-
lion a year in 2011 and NOK 280 million a year 
in 2016. The funds for scientific activities in the 
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basic subjects outside the N&N area itself, such as 
chemistry and physics, support the field, and must 
be maintained on at least the present-day level.

N&N supports the thematic priorities of the White 
Paper on Research, basic research and innovation. 
N&N has both a basic research dimension and a 
commercial dimension. If Norway is to succeed in 
fierce international competition, long-term thinking, 
focusing and coordination are required. Coverage 
and safeguarding of both the fundamental and the 
industrial dimension demands coordination between 
different Ministries.

• It is recommended that the Ministry of Education 
and Research establish and lead an interdepart-
mental group working to secure the long-term 
appropriations basis for N&N in accordance 
with current plans. N&N has a broad field of ap-
plications, and it is recommended that the sector 
Ministries take responsibility for relevant thematic 
priority areas, basic research and innovation. The 
hydrogen platform may be a model for such coor-
dination.

N&N can become an important tool for new Nor-
wegian wealth creation. Such research depends on 
advanced laboratories, heavy instrumentation and 
advanced methodological expertise. If we are to suc-
ceed, resources must be allocated in accordance with 
an integrated, ambitious plan. 

• An interdepartmentally-appointed group should 
proffer advice to the Research Council of Norway, 
universities and research institutions regarding 
allocations and resources so as to create the best 
possible synergy effects. This group should on an 
annual basis collect results and reports related to 
N&N from these players.

• Alternatively, the establishment of a national plat-
form for N&N should be considered, capable of 
discharging these functions and at the same time 
proffering advice to the Research Council of Nor-
way, decision-makers, research institutions, the 
public administration and industry. The secretarial 
duties for such a group/platform should be as-
signed to the Research Council. 

Recruitment of new students and personnel at all 
levels (bachelor, master, Ph.D., postdoc, researcher) 
is already a limiting factor in key science subjects. 
N&N may have a recruitment effect provided 

that the programme is substantial, successful and 
well-profiled. An adequate recruitment basis must, 
however, be created now, so that these gains may be 
achieved subsequently. 

• A national recruitment strategy for the science 
subjects should be initiated, focusing on master’s 
and doctoral degrees. 

• Mechanisms for international recruitment should 
be created, so that development of Norwegian 
N&N can occur at the recommended tempo and 
with the recommended scientific and technological 
profile.

• We should facilitate research posts that help to 
demonstrate tenure tracks and thereby increase 
recruitment.

If we are to grasp the industrial opportunities inher-
ent in N&N, it is extremely important that there 
exists both knowledge of the industrial potential and 
operational tools for the implementation. These con-
sist inter alia of the innovation system, seed capital 
and cross-boundary projects between academia and 
industry.

• The Ministries are advised, in consultation with 
other players, to see how the operational tools can 
be used for optimum addressing of the commercial 
potential of N&N. The interdepartmentally ap-
pointed group mentioned above may be assigned 
such a mission. 

.
Advice.to.industry
Investment in N&N has a long-term character. New 
technology, components and materials of consider-
able commercial and industrial interest will succes-
sively follow from developments in N&N, and will 
be related to a number of societal technologies.

N&N is still in an early phase, and is thereby 
strongly oriented towards fundamentals and technol-
ogy. This means inter alia a focus on methods for 
production and characterisation of N&N products 
– but this, too, offers commercial opportunities.

Increased investment in nanostructured materi-
als, surfaces and particles at the nanometre scale 
can yield several commercial products with new 
or highly improved properties. Technology on the 
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basis of processes and devices (including catalysts, 
sensors, microsystems and measuring systems) will 
in time become commercially interesting. Industries 
operating within these fields can achieve a com-
petitive edge, provided that we can at an early date 
stipulate when new products, processes, techniques 
etc. exploiting N&N are ripe for commercialisa-
tion. In the same way, the infant industry focussing 
on bioN&N may in the long term experience rapid 
growth, supplying products of relevance to the 
health sector (implants, biosensors, nanodrugs etc.).

The level of activity for various industries 
will vary, from monitoring to leading roles in the 
development. A national focus on N&N will give 
industry real opportunities to follow and participate 
in the development of the field. Particular attention 
should be paid to allowing industry to gain access to 
the investment and operations-heavy infrastructure 
at scientific institutions. Broad research projects 
aim at generation of expertise and products of direct 
relevance to a number of technology areas, which 
offers great commercial opportunities. In the first 
phase, industry will have great opportunities to af-
fect the investments made in scientific equipment 
and infrastructure. The opportunity to participate 
in projects will be good; particularly through the 

proposed major projects, which shall make room for 
both basic research and industrial cooperation.

• The companies are recommended to take an active 
attitude towards the owners of the experimental 
facilities (the infrastructure) and thereby endeav-
our to exploit their expertise and methodology to 
strengthen and further develop their own products.

• Industrial and commercial players are advised to 
play an active role vis-à-vis the scientific research 
communities and participate in their research 
projects (particularly major projects), so as there-
by to be in a position to assess technological matu-
rity and commercial opportunities.

• The companies are recommended themselves to 
initiate user-managed innovation projects within 
their most important strategic technology areas. 
They should endeavour to collaborate with Norwe-
gian R&D communities.

• In return for industry being granted access to the 
national infrastructure for N&N, industry should 
participate with investments and expertise in the 
construction phase.
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basic.disciplines, the fundamental scientific disciplines of physics, chemistry, biology etc.
biocompatible, able to interface with biological tissue
biomimetic, imitating or resembling natural methods or systems
bioN&N, nanoscience and nanotechnology on the basis of or oriented towards biology and medicine
BIA, User-Managed Innovation Arena, a programme of the Research Council of Norway
BIP, user-managed innovation projects, an application type of the Research Council of Norway
COE, Centre of Expertise, a programme for support to industrial milieus in order to promote regional inno-
vation and commercialisation, developed by SIVA (Company for Industrial Growth), the Research Council 
of Norway and Innovation Norway
COMPLEX, a Norwegian collaborative project focused on complex systems and soft materials,  
www.complexphysics.org
catalysis, stimulation or acceleration of chemical reactions, generally with greater yield of the desired  
product and with the use of less energy
characterisation, observation of materials, processes and phenomena with dedicated equipment, for  
example with the aid of microscopy, diffraction, spectroscopy etc.
devices, components in microelectronics, circuits and different systems, for example sensors and actuators
ELSA, Ethical, Legal and Societal Aspects, including health, the environment and safety
expertise.area, part of N&N of relevance for many thematic priority areas
fluidics, here:.nanofluidics, dealing with fluids with changed properties due to added nanoparticles or small 
dimensions in the environment around the fluid
FP, framework programme
FUGE, functional genome research, a programme of the Research Council of Norway
FUNMAT, Norwegian strategic cooperation and national focus on functional materials, www.funmat.no
genome, the total genetic material of a species
genomics, the study of an organism’s genome
ICT, information and communication technology
infrastructure,.buildings, installations, experimental equipment and expertise that all together constitutes an 
integrated point of departure for advanced experiments
KMB, an expertise project with user participation, an instrumentality of the Research Council of Norway
knowledge-driven, motivated by curiosity, used of research initiated by researchers
manipulation, handling of materials and structures at the nanometre scale
mesoscopic, concerning.phenomena in the range between the atomic (quantum-physics) and the  
macroscopic (classical-physics) worlds
modelling, describing and predicting materials, processes and phenomena with the aid of calculations  
performed on (very fast) computers 
N&N, nanoscience and nanotechnology
nano-, prefix, a billionth (= the American billion, a thousand million)
NANOMAT, Nanotechnology and New Materials, program in the Research Council of Norway,  
www.forskningsradet.no/nanomat
nanometre, a billionth of a metre, a millionth of a millimetre
nanoscience, measuring, describing, modelling and systematically manipulating and controlling  
nanostructures and dynamic processes occurring at the nanoscale
nanotechnology, exploitation of materials, structures, components and systems on the basis of nanoscience
needs-driven, motivated by applications, used of research initiated by industry or society
nm, nanometre
R&D, research and development
SFF, Centre for Excellent Research, an instrumentality of the Research Council of Norway
SFI, Centre for Research-Driven Innovation, an instrumentality of the Research Council of Norway
SMB, small and medium businesses

Glossary
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Appendix 1.  
Norwegian expertise in N&N
In connection with the Foresight study “Advanced materials Norway 2020” the Research Council of Nor-
way undertook a fundamental analysis of materials research in Norway, in which N&N was included as an 
important element [Research Council of Norway: “Advanced Materials Norway 2020, Appendix I: Materials 
Research in Norway”, May, 2006]. This provides several details about N&N research in Norway. To give a 
summarising example, 550 scientists are currently researching materials technology and the materials-relat-
ed component of N&N. Exact figures for the overall number of researchers in N&N are difficult to estimate.

The following table shows the N&N research and development activity at the various institutions. The table 
has been compiled on the basis of information from the institutions’ own web-pages, the Research Council 
of Norway’s open home-pages and in certain cases direct contact with the institution. It is not intended to 
be exhaustive, but has been included in order to show the possible breadth of a grand investment in N&N in 
Norway. Institutions with activities are listed in alphabetical order (of their names in the original language).

Who Description

Norwegian Defence  
Research Institute (FFI)

FFI’s primary mission is to advise the military and security-policy 
leadership of the Norwegian Armed Forces about the consequences 
of scientific and technological developments for defence and secu-
rity policy, and to help ensure that such developments are exploited 
in the national interest. The Institute also conducts its own research 
activities in N&N, primarily in sensors, optical systems and in 
structural materials.

Vestfold University College 
(HVE)

The Institute for Microsystem Technology (IMST) at HVE trains 
engineers in micro and nanotechnology (MNT) at bachelor’s and 
master’s level Training at doctorate level takes place in collabo- 
ration with the University of Oslo.
Research at HVE is oriented towards innovation.
The programme includes micro and nanostructuring of silicon, 
surface treatment and thin film technologies, use of biocompatible 
materials for encapsulation of microsystems and methods for build-
ing and testing of three-dimensional heterogeneous microsystems.

Applications include measurement of pressure, ultrasound and 
movement, electro-optical microcomponents, micro-energy sources 
for harvesting and storage of energy and microsystems for biotech-
nology and medicine.

HVE invests in laboratories with combined technology for building, 
testing and characterisation.

HVE leads the “Norwegian Centre of Expertise – Microsystems” on 
behalf of 13 companies in ICT and microsystems. Exploitation of 
nanotechnology for ICT/microsystems is important for this pro-
gramme.
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Institute for Energy  
Technology (IFE)

IFE has nano-relevant activities at the following departments: The 
Department of Physics, materials and corrosion technology, nuclear 
safety and reliability, energy systems and metallurgy. IFE has a 
strategy directed towards N&N in preparation, and has defined “ba-
sic research in physics on the basis of the Jeep II reactor at Kjeller” 
as one of its four main tasks – this is mostly fundamental materials 
science. The JEEP II research reactor is one of the extremely few 
neutron sources for materials research in Europe. The research cov-
ers the following areas in N&N:

• nanostructured materials
• complex and soft materials, fluids
• self-organisation of nanoparticles
• target-seeking nanomaterials as tracers and in corrosion inhibition 
and surface modification.

Geological Survey of  
Norway (NGU)

NGU conducts R&D into naturally-occurring nanostructured mate-
rials, including the application of such materials.

The Norwegian University 
of Science and Technology 
(NTNU)

N&N at the NTNU covers theoretical and experimental activity 
plus fundamental and applied research. The Faculty of Natural Sci-
ence and Technology is the most active, but there is also activity at 
the Faculty for Information Technology, Mathematics and Electrical 
Engineering, the Faculty of Medicine, the Faculty for Engineer-
ing Science and Technology plus The Faculty of Arts (ethics). The 
mission of the NTNU NanoLab is to create an interdisciplinary 
research community in N&N and focuses on four areas:
• nanoelectronics, nanophotonics and nanomagnetism
• nanostructured materials
• bionanotechnology 
• nanotechnology for energy and the environment

NTNU NanoLab is establishing state-of-the-art laboratory infra-
structure including clean rooms for N&N. This includes synthesis 
with the aid of chemical, physical and biological methods plus 
advanced characterisation. N&N is also important in the NTNU’s 
thematic priority areas Materials, Medical Technology, Informa-
tion and Communication Technology plus Energy and Petroleum 
– resources and the environment.

The Paper and Fibre Institute 
(PFI)

PFI conducts extensive activities on nanostructured biomaterials. 
These materials concepts are developed and applied in various 
products. Of promising applications we might mention compos-
ite technology, flow modification, emulsion stabilisation, films, 
packaging and coating. In addition to these, several other interest-
ing future applications are ready to be researched. This strategic 
programme in proceeding in close collaboration with industrial 
partners, STFI-Packforsk, SINTEF, Matforsk and NTNU.
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SINTEF SINTEF has its main activities in N&N in two entities: SINTEF 
Materials and chemistry and SINTEF ICT. SINTEF envisages 
markets both on the product side, in R&D and technology dissemi-
nation. Important links with NTNU via NTNU NanoLab and with 
the UiO via SMN MiNaLab mean that SINTEF is also an important 
player in fundamental research and has interventions in important 
infrastructure.

SINTEF’s activities in the field of N&N are diverse and include 
both fundamental and particularly applied research.

SINTEF’s strategy report on N&N points to some key areas:
• nanoparticles with particular focus on controlled liberation of 

components and coating
• new, smart materials, with particular focus on catalysis
• sensors on the basis of micro/nanosystem technology  

(including biosensors)

SINTEF also encourages the development of nanobio-related 
expertise, and has here commenced a good number of number of 
activities. 

SINTEF also emphasises HSE and ethics, both as independent areas 
and as an integrated component of nanotechnology projects and 
activities.

The Norwegian University of 
Life Sciences (UMB)

The Department of Plant and Environmental Sciences at UMB has 
expertise in particle detection, co-toxicology and ethical evaluations 
of new technology.

The University of Bergen The activity is currently organised as a multi-disciplinary set of 
research projects under the umbrella of NanoUiB [UiB �004]. The 
following entities are represented in the collaboration: the Depart-
ment of Physics and Technology, the Department of Chemistry, 
the Department of Mathematics, the Department of Computational 
Science (BCCS), the Department of Molecular Biology, the Depart-
ment of Bio-Medicine, the Department of Biology and the Depart-
ment of General Medicine and Clinical Odontology. In �005 the 
University of Bergen adopted a strategy for N&N on the basis of a 
report of October �004 [UiB �004]. There it was proposed to estab-
lish N&N as a long-term focus area at UiB. The period �005-�010 
was to be used to build up this activity, and the strategy recom-
mends an internal funding level of in all NOK 100 million in this 
period. Projects fall into four areas:

• bionanotechnology
• nanostructured functional materials
• fundamental/modelling-based nanoscience 
• nanoethics
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The University of Oslo, in-
cluding the Radiumhospitalet 
(Comprehensive Cancer Cen-
tre) and University Hospital 
(Rikshospitalet) (UiO)

The bulk of the activities in N&N at UiO is gathered together in 
the Centre for Materials Science and Nanotechnology (SMN). An 
important part of the activity proceeds at the Micro-Nano-Labora-
tory (MiNaLab), which was built in collaboration with SINTEF 
and was completed in �004. SMN published its strategy for N&N, 
“SMNano” in January 2006 [SMN 2006]. This was based on the 
strategy for the central programme FUNMAT@UiO [UiO �005], 
whose scientific details are broadly described in a report from 2004 
[UiO �004]. Nanotechnology at UiO shall support activities in fun-
damental questions, materials and components related to:

• energy technology
• environmental and process technology (including oil and gas)
• ICT (including microsystems)
• biomaterials and medical technology
• ethics

Specific to SMN, five focus areas are described:
• energy, environment and process: Catalysis in nanovolumes and 

on nanoparticles
• nanostructured materials: Design and production of nanostructu-

res
• generic expertise: Functional surfaces
• generic expertise: Mesoscopic physics
• applications: Nanocomponents and nano-sensors

The University of Stavanger 
(UiS)

The University of Stavanger conducts research into nanotechnol-
ogy inter alia via collaborative projects with FFI/UiO and Agder 
University College/UiO. The projects are related to characterisation 
with transmission electron microscopy.

The University of Tromsø 
(UiT)

At the University of Tromsø there are relevant activities in the 
development and application of theoretical models, self-organising 
processes for production of (bio)molecules, integrated optics for 
micro-sensors, drug transport and drug delivery.

The University Graduate 
Centre at Kjeller (UNIK)

UNIK is engaged in R&D in optics, in which N&N is utilised in 
order to create the optical sensors of the future (better and cheaper). 
The activity is conducted in collaboration inter alia with UiO.

In addition there are activities in progress that in the long term may create fertile soil for investment in 
nanotechnology and new materials at the following institutions:

• Agder University College (HiA)
• Narvik University College (HiN)
• Sør-Trøndelag University College (HiST)
• Telemark University College (HiT)
• NORUT Technology
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Appendix 2.  
Anchorage of the strategy  
Great emphasis has been laid on openness and contributions from the Norwegian research communities 
under preparation of this strategy. At an early stage in the process, a page was constructed in NANOMAT’s 
home pages (www.forskningsradet.no/nanomat) with background information and ongoing briefing about 
the status of the process. At the same time, an electronic mailbox for input regarding the strategy, and almost 
�00 suggestions have been received. Minutes of meetings and several temporary versions of the reports have 
been available through the web-page, and the working party has received input via two consultation rounds. 
On 9 June 2006 an open consultation meeting was also arranged, with about 40 participants.
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Appendix 3.  
Reply to the terms of reference 
The advice requested in the terms of reference is here reproduced with appurtenant comments on how this 
has been followed up in the report.

1. Disciplines/research communities in which Norway, in the light of national needs and capabilities, should 
be among the international leaders. There has been no room for a comprehensive evaluation of the Norwe-
gian milieus in this work, so that specific milieus have not been indicated. Important disciplines for Nor-
way have been identified, and to a certain extent prioritised, on page 24. Within these areas it is recom-
mended that funds be allocated on the basis of competition and international assessments.

2. Identification and prioritisation of new focus areas. The thematic priority areas and generic expertise 
areas presented in the chapter “Prioritised focus areas” on page 24, comprise the prioritised areas in this 
strategy.

�. Measures to improve the recruitment situation in various disciplines and sub-areas, including the need for 
additional doctoral and postdoc fellowships, plus other measures that will address the need for professio-
nal expertise in the institute sector and in industry, and in the professional disciplines. A package of instru-
mentalities to improve recruitment is proposed. This is discussed on page 22, and recommended measures 
are listed on pages 33 and 39.

4. Measures for further development of national coordination and division of labour between disciplines and 
research communities in order to achieve utilisation of resources nationally. National coordination of la-
boratories and equipment should be emphasised. Coordination and division of labour is discussed on page 
20, and recommendations are to be found on page 32.

5. Measures for enhanced mobility of Norwegian researchers, both nationally and internationally, and mea-
sures for enhanced internationalisation. Recommendations for this are to be found on pages 33 and 39.

6. Measures for increased industrial growth in relevant industrial sectors in Norway, on the basis of enhan-
ced cooperation between the university, college and institute sector and industry. Recommended measures 
for innovation and industrial development are to be found on pages 32 and 39.

7. Research management and relevant measures for further development and improvement of the current 
situation. Research management is discussed on page  21, and recommendations are made on page 35.
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